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Storm Is Clearing; Cold
Front Expected For Area
A storm that dumped 3.25 inches of
rain on Calloway County since 6 p.m.
Saturday and closed several area roads
cleared this morning, ant the National
Weather Service predicted a cold front
will move-into the area.
John Ed Scott, local weather ob-
-server -for the National Weather Ser-
vice, said today that 1.80 inches of rain
fell since 6 p.m. Sunday. A total of 4.21
inches has fallen since 6 p.m. Thursday,
according to Scott.
A dispatcher at the Kentucky State
Police post in Mayfield said today that
Kentucky- 121 between Mayfield and
Murray. which had been closed earlier,
was now open.
Kentucky 45 between Mayfield and
Paducah was limited to one-lane traffic
only this morning. A section of Ken-
tucky 339 between Paducah and
Melbourne was also closed early today.
-Isolated mud and tree slides were
reported, the KSP dispatcher said,
however, none posed setious problems.
Elsewhere in the state, cleanup
operations continued today in a tor-
nado-stricken area of Barren County
while other areas kept an eye on rivers
being fed by heavy rains,
Flash flood warnings issued Sunday
night and early today for western and
central, Kentucky were canceled this
-morning, but a flash flood watch was
continued for the eastern part of the
number of evacuees was not im-
medial* known ,• but a city police
dispatcher said mod. left ,thrr blames
because of water which bloc ed most of
the streets in the area.
ropters Lake just as -the twis
• struck.
"It picked us up in the air, turned
over artcldroPPed us onto the roof," said
- 41bbeh, Cne driver of --
"It blew the windows out of my house
and part of my roof," said Jeff Foster,
who lived nearby. "I headed for the
bathroom. but by the time I got to the
bathroom, it was over."
Rescue workers found Ricky
Poynter, his pregnant wife and another
pregnant woman underneath a flat-
tened mobile home at Poynters Lake.
Poynter was hospitalized with r#
possible broken back. The two women
were hospitalized with undetermined
injuries.
"You couldn't even tell what it (the
trailer( was...it WR3 a wonder they
were alive," said Roger 13asham of the
Barren-Metcalfe County Emergency
Medical Service.
Wayne Shelton said he and a friend
were fishing at a farm pond near
Chesnut Grove community when the'
tornado struck.
Shelton said the twister "parted thr
waters of the pond" and picked up gm.
two men "several times" as it moved
through. Neither was seriously injured
Shelton said.
%Warne 100 No. 78
..••••••••...mm.
,
CRASH -- A two-car collision around 1030 p.m. Saturday on Highway 641 North just past Highway 121 injuredthree people. jimmy Partee, 2106 College Farm Road, driver of the vehicle on the left, is being removed from his carby ambulance attendants as Tommy Phillips of the Murray City Police and David Salentine of the Calloway CountySheriff's Department assist; He was admitted to.ihe Murray-Calloway Counir Hospital for a nasal fracture and isreported in stable condition, a hospital spokesman said. Danny M. Holscaw, 109 Laurie Valley, Louisville, driver ofthe other vehicle was treated for multiple facial fractures and later was transfered to Norton Children's Hospital inLouisville, the spokesman added. Holscaw's son Mickey, was treated for multiple abrasions and released.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
_Trucking Firms Complying To Nationwide
..
City police -in Hopkinsville said Barren Gbiaity Judge-Executive-Date -7
subdivision were forced from their would amount to- at least $860,000.
homes by the rising Little River. The Burchett said he planned to talk _with oc,na Cte
several residents-4 the Cherokee Park • Burchett estimated property • damage 
k ou t Aft er I fl ti on ontract Dispu
-
_..i
Water seeped into a few homes and
minor streets in other parts of the city
also were flooded, the dispatcher said.
The state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services said it had opened -
its center in Frankfort - at •
precautionary measure because of the
threat of flooding.
State police installed roadblocks to
'Reason For Optimism
Gov. Julian Carroll today about
whether the federal government should--
be asked to declare Barren County a
disaster area, radii reside-4i eligible-
for various types of aid.
Gordon Nichols, a spokesman for the
state Division of Disasfet'and--
Emergency Services, said inititi •
damage reports point to a probable.
request for a disaster declaration by .
the ST111111 13LLSitlitC.S Admiziittrof • and
the Farmers Home Administration.
Robert Vibbert said that he and three
other persons -drove up to. the store at
' At Nuclear-Plant
AlthougfiestiMates of the impact An
Associated Press Writer the economy vary substantially, in-
WASHINGTON (AP-1------• -Union tzetl---7dustry-executivasahave predicted that
trucking firms began compitgf1ay product Shortagre and manufacturing
with an industry-ordered nation de
lockout of 300,000 truckers after
Teamsters union launched a Ii
strike in a contract-dispute snagged ot
President Carter's inflation guidelin*
The -shutdown is expected to affects.
major portion ot the nation's over-the-
road freight business.
Gas Bubble Decreases In Size
By BOB IlbORCHAK
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) -- A
Nuclear Regulatory Commission of-
ficial said today a dangerous gas
bubble inside the disabled Three Mile
Island nuclear reactor "is showing
dramatic decreases in size." He also
said the fuel temperature was dropping
and releases of radiation were being
confined.
the NRC, told reporters at a briefing in
and temperature decline were "cer-
tainly reason for optimism."
"I think it's safer than yesterday,"
Denton said. "I didn't expect such a
rapid change." .
He said that if the bubble were an-
roiy_emoved, "there is no major
hydraulic obstacle to a shutdown."
However, he added tht he did not want
,to saiy the bubble was entirely gone at
this point.
His report chnfirmed a report by an
official of Metropolitan Edison, which
plant Shutdowns would begin within a
week and that a ''serious economic
crisis" could develop within two weeks.
'Many trucking firms, anticipating a
strike, made early shipments of orders
befone the Teamsters ordered a -
walkout at midnight Saturday.
Initial indications from the federal
gOvernment were that serious
economic disruptiofts would not develop__
for a few days.
Trucking Management Inc., the
if bargaining arm for more than 500
s-a major trucking firms, ordered the
shutdown Sunday, just hours after
union pickets went up at selected
- trucking companies:- In a lockout,
r employers refuse to allow their em-
ployees to work.
Labor Department officials met
within :hours of industry's an-
nouncement to plan what steps, if any,
• the administration would take.
Administration officials indicated they
- probably woukt. wait. ,aeVeral clays
before deciding whether to seek a back-Harold-Denton, chief of operations for fuel cells with temperatures of more to-work order. •
"We strongly believe that the bestMiddletown that the btfbble shrinkage - Denton also revealed that the NRC w •has ordered that operators at seven 
ay to resolve this dispute is through
_
similarly designed nuclear power Regulation Boardsplants inform federal officials within 10 Labor Secretary y Marshall said To
the collective bargainingprocess,"-
after the meeting.
runs the facility, that-the danger of an
explosion • causerby the bubble had
been substantially reduced over the
past 24 hours.
Denton also said radioactive releases
from the plant have been confined,
based on monitoring in 37 locations in
the area. It was not immediately clear
if thatmeant nonadipactivity was being .
released,- as the company riairneels&
Denton said there were now just two
than 400 degrees
keep sightseers away from the Poyn-
ters hake Community, five miles from
Glasgow, where a twister killed a child
and injared 14 other persons Saturday.
The tornado touched down about 4:30
p.m., and caved in a concrete block
grocery, killing 21-month-old Jeffrey
White and injuring his mother Frieda
and his grandmother, Nadine
Rutherford.
Mrs. Rutherford had taken over the
store less than two wegsktgo.
The Poynters Lake areal some five
miles northwest of Glasgow, was
described as the hardest hit, with at
least eight persons being injured there.
Extensive property damage was also
reported in the Merry Oaks and Bonayr
communities of the county.
Officials at T.J. Sampson Community
Hospital said that 13 persons were
treated, including three who were
admitted. Two others were sent on to
Bowling Green for treatment.
Police say the twister touched down
on Kentucky 90 between Glasgow and
Cave City and moved to the northeast
along U.S. 68 and U.S. 31E. It destroyed
eight homes, damaged some mobile,
homes and a number of farm buildings
and left a trail of downed trees, utility
poles and power lines.
Some livestock was reported killed by
the tornado, inclkiding several hogs that
died when an enclosure was blown
BY 111AVID ESPY__
-days on what steps are being taken to
avoid the sort of crisis that has unfolded
since Wednesday at Three MIlelaland.
Before Denton's briefing, spokesman
George Troffer of Metropolitan Edison
told The Associated Press that as of 4
a.m., the bubble was measured at 210
cubic feet. He said that at 6 a.m. it was
down to 190 cubic feet and at 9:45-a.m. it
was 47 cubic feet. At one point Troffer
AUSH1A CUNNINGHAM, right, was presented the award as the winner of
the Essay Contest on 'Our American friiiimiainsLby Charlotte Barker, left_of_
the Zeta Departmebt of the Murray Woman's Club. The winner, a seventh
grade student at North Calloway Elementary Schoql, is the daughter of Mrs.
Sue Allen. Her essay will be entered in the state contest at the meeting of
the Kentucky federation of Women's Clubs at Lexington in May.
- -
told The AP the bubble was -gone," but
he later acknowledged it still existed.
Measurements were Lately to con-
tinue to fluctuate, 'acknowledged
Troffer, but he noted the marked dif-
ference from the levels of recent days.
The average recently has been about
600 cubic feet.
There are no problems left. We're
Jereitting any, taiitoattlirrlfg.e.4iZ,
Troffer said.
• Troffer issued his statement -Weil-
though on Sunday, John Harrington,
another utility spokeatTflihr,—Said the
company was told by the White House
"that all releases would be given out by
the NRC."
Troffer 'said "the reactor is com-
pletely stable and ready for the final
cool-down."
--=-1 1'rorn.all things we know, we're ma
facing any melt-down — if we ever
did," said Troffer.
Meanwhile, officials firmed up
contingency plans for a precautionar.
evacuation of about a million residents
Schools remained closed and the
governor extended his advisory that
pre-school children and pregnant
women and young children keep their
distance. Civil . Defense officials.





Two more persons, both incurn
have joined the list of those fir lfor
seats on the Murray Common Council
in the May 29 Primary election, sc.-
cording to County Clerk Marvin Harris
Dr. J. D. Outland, 'who Is serving his
first term on the council, has Wed in the
Democratic Primary, and Steve
Yarbrough has filed as a candidate ri
the Republican 'Primary. Yarbroot
the only Republican ever.to serve on the
Council, is also completing his i!fct
term.
Others who have.filed to date es,
present council members
Balentine, W. R. Furches and J.
Former councilman Loyd Arnold anti
two newcomers,' Harry Russell Lind
Steve Sammons, have also filed for one
of the -12 seats on the council. All artil ,
the Democratic Primary, -
Council members are elected for Oaf,-
year terms, and all 12 positions are
(*en for election. Filing deadline is
Wednesday, April 4.
He said federal mediators will con-
tinue to work with the two sides "and
we remain hopeful that a settlement
will be negotiated soon."
The union charged in a statement
today that the industry ordered a
1°db-a --betatase it- "'is intent upon
creating a crisis in order to pressure
the administration into seeking a Taft-
Hartley (back-to-work injunction."
However, the union contended "a
substantial segment" of the industry is
not involved in the dispute and many
carriers are refusing to join the lockout
and are signing contracts with the
Teamsters.
Chief federal mediator Wayne L.
today's index 
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Partial clearing tonight with
lows in thtlower 40s. Partly
sunny Tuesday. Highs in the 50s. '
Winds, northwesterly gt 10 to 15
mph tonight.
Kentucky's -extended weather
outlook for Wednesday t)yough
Friday cans for partly cloudy
skies Wednesday and a chance 'of
showers Thursday and Friday.
Horvitz said the negotiators had come
"awfully close" tereaching agreement
before breaking off talks.
The two sides had no immediate
plans to resume negotiations, but the
union's 35.1-member bargaining
committee has scheduled.a meeting for
Wednesday in Chicago.
-. The White House, which has been
watching the negotiations closely,
declined comment. "We're not having
any comment today (Sunday) on the
Teamsters," spokeswoman Linda Peek
-Satd• The president has indicated
previously he would not hesitate to seek
a back-to-work court order in the event
of a shutdown.
• The industry said it ordered the
lockout "in defense against the strike,"
which it blamed on union demands for a
contract exceeding the ad-
ministration's 7 percent wage hike
standard.
TMI said its final contract offer "was
the 'absolute maximum permitted"
under the standard, which already had
, •
been relaxed somewhat to - ac-
commodate certain Teamster
bargaining demands.
Nearly two-thirds of-the nation's 4,153
general freight haulers — companies
that carry a variety of goods for a
variety of destinations in one truck —
are affected by the contract talks.
In the 15 years that the Teamsters
have negotiated national trucking
contracts, there has been one prior
- Ataike, a three-day walkout in 1976.
Union president Frank Fitzsimmons,
-ordering the walkouts late Saturday
nIgllt"SW -high-level government
bureaucrats played no small role" in
his decision.
The 70-year-old union boss blasted the
administration for its enforcement of
"voluntary guidelines" and said the
Council en Wage and Price Stability
and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission had _"made free collective
bargaining a Mockery."
There were strikes reported in more
than a dozen states before the industry
-Made-- its announcement.
Carroll Appoints Five
FRANIFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll today appointed two
state officials to one of the state's new
utility regulation commissions and
named three former Public Service
Commission members to the other' one.
The full-time Energy Regulatory
Commission dealing with gas and
electric utilities includes chairman
Perry White, who had been executive
director of the PSC, and vice chairman
Charles "Chuck" Lambert, deputy
finance commissioner. The third ap-
pointee was Dr. Claude Vaughan, Jr. an
economist with the University of
Kentucky.
The part-time Utility Regulatory
Commission handling telephones,
water and sewers includes chairman
Richard "Smitty" Taylor of Owen-
sboro, vice chairman John Stanley
Hoffman of Henderson and Mary Ray
Oaken Of Cadiz. All had been on the old'
PSC and Taylor was the chairman. The
two other PSC members, Bill Gentry of!
Bardstown and Barkley Sturgill of_
Prestonsburg, were not appointed.
White was named for fcrur years,
Lambert for three years.and Vaughan
for two years. Taylor was appointed for
four years, Hoffman three and Mrs.
Oaken two yes.
The comMisseon members -were
selected from a field of 15 nominees
presented to the governor by a com-
mittee chaired by Walter L. Apperson,
publisher of The Murray Ledger &
Times. Other committee members
were Dr. Rosemary Pond; associate
dean of studenth at University of
Kentucky, and V. Joseph Shipman,
president of Louisville's Continental
National Bank. -
Vaughan served on the faculty at
Murray State University during 1973
and 1914 as an assistant crnfessor in the
Department of Economics' . Mrs.
Oaken's husband, Arnie, is currently
serving as -director of the MSU-Ft.
Campbell Eagle University.
"We are pleased with the number of
applicants that we had for the two
regulatory commissions and the highly
qualified individuals the screening
committee found in the applications




Louise Russell, coloratura soprano,
`rfid Richard Fredericks, baritone; will
, give the final concert of the-Murray
Civic Music Association current season
at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, April 3, in Lovett
Auditorium.
Miss Russell has wen corisistent
praise for her outstanding oar-
- forma ncas across the United States,
Europe and on tour in Japan as C;ilda
opposite Pavarotti and Glossop. She
made her European debut at the famed
Staatsoper in Stuttgart as Gilda and
was re-engaged the next season to sing
Constanza. In new York, she has played
Micaela, Melisande and Musetta..
Leadi.pg baritone of the New York
City Opera, Fredericks has won
reputation as one of the. finest singing
actors today. He has appeared in the
title roles of "Rigbletto'• and "Don
Giovanni" and as Scarpia in "Tosca"
and Gerinont in "Traviata.." He has
appeared more than 20 times at the
Hollywood Bowl, has been a soloist with
most of the majr American symphony
orchestras, -has appeared in many
Musicals,an has been 'Seen on several
tejAedrnvisilson to9rimi s on concert is by season
Membership ticket or Murray State
University student identification card.
PAGE 2-A THE MURRAY, Ky., tEDGER It TIMES, Monday WM
By Abigail Van Buren
Cisicapo tribune to ,10 Nowa N,nc, Inc
ABBY: In reference to the third grader who
wanted to give out 23 invitations to her birthday party when
there were 29 in her class:
Bless you. Abby,lor siding with the teacher who wouldn't 
.let her give out the invitations at school unless everyone in
the class was invited. (You said, "The pain of having been _Pacers Club Hears
left out will remain with those six who were•uninvited long










stomach when I recall how one popular girl in my sixt
grade class invitea everybody but me and another girl to her
Halloween party. She gave out printed invitations,then, the
day before the party, Artornust have realized that we knew
about it and felt hurtoo she "invited- us, but told us the
wrong time!
my 'no her burc11,31.-made me a costume and dropped me,
off at the girrs use. f Rept-ringing the doorbell for the
longest .time. W.beri nobody answered, I walked home cry-
ing.
. -1-hated schagl_t he r of ffie-"Year:
•
_Homemakers
Club met Wednesday, March
14, at the home of Wilma
Beatty with Jean Smith
reading a poem, "Thank God








Mrs. Helen Hodges of
Murray was the special
speaker at the March lun-
cheon meeting of the Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma held at the Holiday
Inn, Mayfield..
The- speaker reviewed a
portion of the book, I Came To
Love You Late by Joyce
Landorf.
A needlepoint pillow
donated by Miss Rubye Smith
of Murray was auctioned far —
additional funds for the
chapter.
Invitations for membership
were extended to-Mrs. Ben J.
Burkeen, Dr. Patsy S. Nichols,
Mrs. Vivian C. Fisher, and
Mrs. Hazel Brandon.








The Rev. (mu/ ifrs. 1.10vd 1 mierhill
The Rev. and Mrs, Lloyd Underhill will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 8, with their wedding
vows to be renewed at 12:3C p.m. at the Deward Chapel
Pentecostal Church, Route 3. Murray, with the Rev.. Floyd
Eakins of Cadiz officiating.
_ Sherwin Williams, presented Rev. Underhill is pastor of tle Deward Chapel Church.
the lesson on -Color In the A reception will follow iron 2 toll p.m. at the Community
Home." She also showed Room of the North Branch of te Peoples Bank. •
carpet samples and discussed All-friends and relatives art invited to attend the renewing
the advantages and disad- of the vows at the church anc the tear:than tcs.follow at the
vantages of various kinds of local bank.
carpets and carpet pads. The couple. was married Anil 8, 1929, in Akron, Ohio. with
Members of the- dab Morris Futrell, Cordus Vinsc:. and Ophie Dixon Vinson as
adopted a •local club con- their atindants and the Rev. Davis Officiating.
stitution. Mr. Underhill is the son of he late Joseph Underhill and
The next meeting .will be Sadie Page Underhill of Trig. County. Mrs., Underhill, thethat she really liked -bilt dichT't Invite me -to her party__ _ '
_
held Wednesday, Aped 44, at.--.40aalaa44.41edryinj.,S tbe cia..ghter of the late FirTrvin of- because there would be dancing and I wouldn't have a very _ _good time sitting and watching everyone else dance! - 9:30 a.m. at the home of Fay Calloway County andratinteitle-yqfftwetTriggeourity
--- - --- - J.W.D., CHICAGO Jacks. Note the change from They/ have four sons-Wham C. Undeihill and wife,
second to third Wednesday. Alberti; Dexter, Shirley W. U•cierhill and wife, Lee, Benton,DEAR ABBY: A letter in your column certainly jogged - - La.. Thomas W., Underhill ad wife, Mary'. and Shelby I.some unhappy memories of my ichool days. Whenl was in ,
Underhill and wife, Jinny, Cal _met City, III. One son, Earl-W.. the eighth grade, a girl in my room had a_birtlidaypa-rty -i;a:1--- -
invited everybody in the class but me anid another girl. Her
 -par4y...was-hold-ou..a.Fridarnight and I skipped school that
day because I was so humiliated I didn'i think I could face
my classmates without breaking down in tears. _
That was 53 years ago, but I remember it as though it was -
yesterday.. ,
PAINFUL MEMORIES.
DEAR MEMORIES: I received a surprising number of
letters from others who also had some painful memories:
DEAR ABBYr The paioria . being left out is still
remembered by this 59-year-old reader.
I remember when a girl in my class had a sweet-16 party
and I wasn't invited because I wore a heavy brace on my leg
as a result of polio.
-13Lnever forget this heartless girl telling me to my face
g .
-ho was "different" was inferior. Thank heavens things are
dif ferent. new. - _ _)
FORMER TEACHER:S.D.
DEAR ABBY: When I was in fifth grade, we moved out of
state ind- I. had to change schools. Being veil shy,i didn't
make friends very easily at my new school; so when the
popular boy in the class had a party. he invited everyone ex-
cept me and a vfry fat boy. I felt terribly hurt.
One of the kids in our class liked the fat boy, and refused
to attend the party unless he was invited, too. The fat boy ni
turn said HE wouldn't go unless "the new kid" (met was in.
vited. So as it turned out everyone in the class went and had -
a good time! -
S.L. iivrLuNois
Problems? You'll feel l*t'ter if you get them off your chest.
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
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DEAR ABBY: Thanks for siding with the teacher who
wouldn't let a student pass out invitations to a party-. I am a
retired schoolteacher who frequently had to fight the same
battle with some_ of_ms students' mothers. You would not - -
,beiieve how insensitivesome people-coil-Id-6e: .
Some kids would have parties and exclude all the jeWish _
kids . .. or the black kids ... or the Indian kids.
7'sei7
PADUCAH PATIENT
_ Richard Edwards of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Underhill, and one daughter. N. Christrne 4nderhill Wood,
are deceased. by - Mrs. Thelma
Rev. and Mrs__Underhill nave 16 grancichiktr , -one Bailey, served refreshments
_deceased, and 13 ggreat gram: hildrett.
HEALTH
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I
would appreciate your dis-
cussing fibroid tumors. I
have a friend who had them
in the uterus and all she had
was a D and C. I had another
friend with • the same thing
but they removed her uter-
us. Now I've been told by my
gynecologist that I have a
fibroid tumor. He will do an
operation and remove it with
the uterus and the ovaries.
He wants to take out the
ovaries because I'm over 50.
Are fibroid tumors can-
cerous? Do they grow? How
are they started? At this






guest speaker at the meeting
of the Faith Doran Circle of
the First United , Methodist
Church Women held on
• Tuesday, March 13, at 2 p.m.
in the senior youth room of the
church.
Mrs. Irvan presented the
program- ort-T"Prayer." She
was introduced by Mrs. Isaac
Clanton, program leader.
Mrs. Robert Smith gave the
devotion on "Strength Of the
Seed.". -
Presiding was Mrs. Carl
Harrison who led the opening
prayer. A collection was taken
for the Methodist Orphans
____Hotpe at Versailles, a project •
the circle helps suppoct.
; During the social hour the
hostesses'-Mrs. Jessie
Robinson, Mrs. E. W. Riley,
and Mrs. Connie Jones-
•
The couple spent 21 year, in Hanunrid, Ind before
to the 29 members and two
visitors, Mrs. Irvin and Mrs.
retiring to their home in Callo14ay County.' Bailey.
Your Individual
Fraftces Drake 4
Small wonder some of those youngsters grew up to be FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 1979bi otS The • were carefully taught-at home that anybody
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
krecast given for your birth
,
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 1914Y9414,
Don't let a surprise at home
upset you. Remain calm and
you'll efficiently tie up loose
ends. Domestic harmony
brightens up the p.m.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) boa"
You can still troubled
waters now. You'll find the
right approach to sinoothOver
upset feelings-. The accent is
on friendships..
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 201 ris*"..
Don't get upset over a small
financial matter. Be cheerful
with superiors and look' for
ways to improve Monetary
prospects.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
An unexpected change
needn't owl-4'01'0u to worry. Be
adaptable. Attendance at a
cultural event may stimulate
your best success.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. .8) v4.1 kV'.
Take steps to improve
phystcal fitneis. Business
ventures 'begirt now should
work out iatisfactonly.
Financial gain through ,.work
indicated.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Aar. 20
" Despite some nervousness
on your part, romantic plans
go well. Save ' time for
recreational activities with
loved ones. Be happy.
• YOU BORN TODAY have i
flair, for the written and
iPoren word. • A . good
• education will., do much to -
insure that yourgiftof gab has
a constructive outlet. Learn to
specialize arid you'll avoid a•
tendency to scatter You'd
make a good spokesman for
any cause you believed in You
can also act, write, teach.,
decorate and entertain. Don't
let your dramatic nature
cause you to be tem-60
peramental; instead, study
acting as an outlet for your.
your own creativity. , __emotions. You love an
LEO audience; make sure you
(July 23 -to Aug. 22)4 know what you're talking
Completing unfinished tasks about to maintain interest.
should lead to peace of mind
and a sense of ac-
complishment Find ways to
have some private relaxation.
VIRGO !MU%
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221-r di
Social plans may have to be
changed, but the alternatives
should exceed expectations.
Friends and close ones are
supportive. '-'-
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Despite some aggravation
re finances, career progress is
indicated. Be friendly with co-
workers and Capitalize on
efficiency.
•SCORPIO 
-ELOct. 23 to Nov. 21i
You may change plans re
travel. Business or financial
contacts should go well
Conversations with those at a
chstance are heartwarming.
SAGITTARIUS
(.Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 111-
A conservative-approach in
business works to your ad-
vantage. Home improvement
plans and joint finances are
favored. Raise capital
CAPRICORN
Der. 22 to Jan 191 )9
Heart-to-heart talks with a
close family member or friend
,can bring happiness. 'Enlist
the cooperation of others for
Two Lessons Presented At Meet
Of Providence Homemakers Club
Wanda Osbrefilind needy
Dunn were hostesses for the
March 13th meeting of the
e w Providence
. homemakers Club with Patsy
Pittman presiding and lesson
subjects for the year
reviewed',
The Major Lesson on
"Microwave Cooking" was
presented by Dorval Hendon
-who- served chocolate fudge
stie had made in the
mickiwave.
Sylvia Puckett gave the.
minor lesson- on "Spring- and
Summer Fashions."
The devotion from Rev. 2:20
was read by Iva Mae
Allbritten. Reports were given
by Mrs. Puekett, secretary,
and Karen HoilSderi;
treasurer. Fonda Grogan led
MAYFIELD PATIE!;14
Joey William Easley of




. Danny J. Valentine of
Puryear, Tenn..,.. has been
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in a game with Patsy Pittman
as the winner.
Crafts _displayed by the
, members were cross stitch
bed spread, cut work pillow
cases and napkins, erh-
broidered shirt, macrame
items, crocheted dolls afghan,
and hand tooled leather
billfold and key case.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Osbron and Mrs.
Dunn.
The next meting will be held
-April 10 at the home of Fonda




Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
sary to have the operation?
DEAR READER - The
reason ttiniors are called
fibroid is because they are
hard, fibrous tissue. Some-
times they are called myrati.
broma, which refers to the
fact that they have tissue in
them related to muscles in
the uterus. In any case, the
simple, uncomplicated fi-
broid tumor is not can-
cerous. That's one reason
doctors don't get too upset
about them as long as they
aren't too large and aren't
causing symptoms. _
Your friend who had a*D
and C ta- type of examina-
tion I apparently didn't re-
ally have any symptoms and
_the doctor checked to make
sure she di&ret have a disor-
der that needed 'additional
treatment..
If the fibroid tumor is too
large and is causing pres-
sure on another organ, the
doctor may decide to re-
move it. Also, some small
fibroids, depending upon
their location in the uterus,
can cause excessive-or fre-
quent bleeding. That also is
art indication for removal.
The decision really has to be
don't know the real cause.
You didn't comment on
whether or not you've gone
through the menopause, but
since you're over 50, it is
reasonable to presume you
either /rave or soon win.
Under those circumstances,
if a woman does have a
hysterectomy, many doctors
feel Ws a good idea to re-
move the ovaries as well.
If the ovaries aren't func-
tioning, about all they do at
that point is provide a possi-
ble sotIrce of ovarian can-
cer. It isn't a real common
cancer but when it does
occur, it is often not detected
until it has already spread.
So why leave something in
the body that can't help and
may harm the-person?
SINCE YOU are at the
menopause age, I am send-
ing you-The Health Letter
number 5-12, Menopause.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of -
-this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
-
Women 's Guild To
edge of how large the tumor
made on firsthand knowl-
ted--/mMeet Ile re . Tuesdayis, where it's locawEit--syrnptoms it's pro- -
ducing. Your doctor is in the
best position to know these
things, in your case.
Yes, fibroid tumors often
grow, although since they
are ntt cancer, they don't
spread The main effects,
again, are pressure iyznp-
torns and bleeding.
Nobody knows how fibroid
tumors are start6d, just as
we really don't triow how
cancer starts. This is true of
-many turuors both malig-.
nant and benign. We know memberswill participate in,-
many factors contribute to -celebration of the mass at 2:15
Boo
such problems, but often we
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will have- a
pre-Easter social in Gleason
Hall on Tuesday, April 3, at 1
Decorated „eggs and coffee
cakes will be served by the
hostesses-Sallie Gay, Penny'
Cappock, Marcella Rung, and
Anna Szychulda.
• A bUsiness meeting will








MURRAY STATE FIELDHOUSEadmission. resersed S6 00 112 & under 1.4.0
$s oo 112 & under SI.4201On sale: Murray Peoples Bank (Downtown).
Bank of Murray (Downtown). &
Dennoson & Hunt Sporfing Goodik-,Ban of Elentonleenton). Gathn's IdrisCenter (Paducah). Sullsvan's Drug Stor







During Jerry;s Super Shrimp Feast
yoliu can get /1 golden shrimp, coleslaw, french fries and a hot roll
'with butter. All for only $3.49.
















































































































League and Citizens for Drug
Control will meet at the
Woodmen Hall at 7 p.m. with
Kentucky Trooper Richard
Wright as speaker.
Singles Unlimited will meet
in the parlor or the First
United Methadist Church at
7:30 p.m. with the Rev. Robert
Farless to speak on The
Meaning of Submission In
Personal Growth.'-'
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7;15 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
'Church, second floor, south
side entrance. Call 759-1792 or
753-91;1 for information.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105
F&AM will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Monday, April 2
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet, as
follows:, lottie MoCin with
Mrs. Marvin Mills at 7 p.m.;
Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
Harry Erwin at 7:15 p.m.; Bea
Walker withMrs.. Ralph
Darnell at 7:30 p.m.
,coidwater United Methodist
Church Womert are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Baptist Student Union
vesper services led by Darrel
Monroe and Peggy -Li.sonbee-
• will be at 6:30 p.m. at the BSU
• Center.
Callovuay.--- -Wand
Boosters will meet atthe band
room of Calloway High at 7
vp.m.
 'Chapter M of  P: E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet id the
home of Mrs. Henry McKenzie
at 7:30 pm.
Murray Tennis AssociatiOn,
will meet in Room 103,
Faculty Hall Betiding,
Murray State, at 7 p.m. Groups of First Baptist
_ Church Women will meet as
Sigma Department, Murray follows: Annie Armstrong
Woman's Club, will meet at. with Mrs. Ken Winters at 10
7:30 p.m.. at .. the.. dub house. a.m., and Dorothy with Mrs.
Note change in date. , George Gray at 10 30 a.m.
_ Tuesday, AprilY
Mothers Morning Out will be 
,,Dexter.„Senior Citizens will
at 9:30 a.m. at the First United 




Group II of the First
Christian Church C'WF will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Frances Churchill with Mrs.
Lora Arnold as cohostess.
Mrs. Frank Roberts will be
speaker and Mrs. Lessie
Pickard will give the devotion.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls




volunteers for the new gift
shop at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will be held at
10:30 a.m. in the private




baritone, will give the final
concert of the Murray Civic
Music • Association current
season at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Kairtu ciry- - Nurses
• Association, District 13, will
meet at 6:30 p.m. on first
floor, Mason Hall, Murray
State University.
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7 p.m, at the club
house. Note the change in
time.
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 19
a In at — the zhurn13-7,.The__
executive committee will
meerat 9 a.m. and the coffee
will beat 9:30 a.m. • \
Activities by the Hazel
Se_ piog- citizens will -be * the Bowling lot Senior Citizens
: Hazel- Community (enter - will be at Corvette Lanes at
_
starting at 11 a.m. 1:30 p.m. •
Tuesday, April 3
Lunch for the Baptist
Student Union will be served
by the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church at 12:30 p.m. at the
BSU Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Blood
pressure will be taken from 10
a.m. to noon, lunch at noon,
and band practive at 1 p.m.
Murray TOPS , itake off
pounds sensibly) nab. will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Greenhouse for Senior
Citizens will be open from 10
a.m.'to noon.
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
have a pre-Easter social in
Gleason Hall at 1 p.m. •-.;
Reservations at .$2 per
person are. due for the MSU
Women's 4Society Spring
Brunch and .Style Show for
April 7. Members should
contact -Bonnie Jones, 1608
Keenland, 753-6134.
Wednesday, April 4
Lunch will be served at
11:45 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center for the
Hazel Senior Citizens.
Mission Groups of Cheery
Corner Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the church.
Flint, Baptist Church
mission groups are scheduled
to meet—at 7 p.m. at the
church.
_-Natures Palette _Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m. with Rowena Stub-
blefield as hostess.
First Baptist Church WMU Goshen United . M
ethodist
will hold its general meeting Church WoniVn are sc
heduled




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, its my job to help you make th
e
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots o
f facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
4k-um gok




You can bet on it!
Our triple inspection is part of our
thorough Sanitone drycleaning pro-
cedure to discover every spot and
safely rejnove it can't be done.
we'll tell you! You can be sure-we
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Robertson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Flavil Robertson,
became the bride of Terry Lee
Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr, in a winter
candlelight wedding at the
First United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
performing the double ring
ceremony.
A program otnuptial music
was presentedly Mrs. R. W.
Farrell, organist, and Mrs.
Vernon Shown, soloist. -
The vows were exchanged
before the altar decorated
with matching brass urns
containging silk flowers of
earthtone hues, accented by
baby's breath and eucalyptus.
The unity candle centered the
front of the altar. On either
side of the altar were twin
candelabra containing
'chocolate brOwn tapers. The
family pe*sT were decorated
with brown eucalyptus and
baby's breath tied with satin
ribbons of earthtone colors.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of candlelight magic
crepe, overlaid with silk
organza. Heavy venice lace
embroidered with seed pearls
adorned the gown. The fitted
conture bodice featured a
victorian neckline and venice
lace which formed a cap over
the shoulder. Lace etched the
sheer yoke and the deep v
design in the back of the dress.
The full sheer sleeves with
lace appliques were gathered
and _ attached to lace cuffs
which formed a po—inibier the
hand. Extending down the
front ofr the-lown and bor-
dering the a-line skirt Was a
wide panel of lace. Her wat-
teau chapel length ffain Was
outlined with a Wide band of
scalloped lace. The full tiered
veil had ,a ' blusher of silk
illusion.
• A raised juliet croarn,
covered with lace and en-
crusted with seed pearls mid
bugle 'beads, accented the
formal headpiece. Her
bouquet was a cascade of
stephanotis and baby's breath
with three large gardenias
't-ifidaccents of rust silk roses
.The bficial gown was
designed by 'the bride's
mother: Her only jewelry was
a diamond necklace, gift of the
groom.
The bride presented her
mother and mother-in-law
each with a long stemmed rust
rose.
Miss Karen Pinson, maid of
honor, wore a formal gown of
brown floral material
featuring an empire waistline,
-.full flowing skirt, and spagetti
straps. pheer fitted jacket
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waistline and with long
sleeves tem—Pleted the attire.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Linda George, Mrs. Debra
Braddock, and Mrs. Rosetta
Todd, the latter a sister of the
bride. Their dresses were
identical to the maid of honor.
The attendants each carried
a crescent shaped bouquet
with silk flowers in earthtone
shades, accented with dark
brown silk streamers. Mat-
ching silk flowers and, baby's
breath were worn—in- their
hair.
Mary Anne Todd, niece of
the bride, was flower girl. Her
dress, designed out of the
same material as the at-
iendants, featured an empire
waistlines full gathered skirt,
a deep valance around the
bottom of the dress, and long
sleeves. Brown-411r edged the
neckline of the dress and silk
flowers adorned her hair. She
carried a- basket of rust rose
petals.
John Casey Robertson,
nephew of the bride, WO-ruigt.
bearer. He wore a candlelight
railed shift, tipped in broom,-
dark brown pants, bovi tie.
and can lehght jacket. He
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Andy Elkins of Murra
has been a patient at Lourde,
Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. And Mrs.
carried a heart shaped pillow-
with satin ribbons tied rin a
bow.
The groom wore a- can-
dlelight tuxedo With tails,
trimmed in brown velvet
accented by a cummerbund
and bow tied. His boutonniere
was of stephanotis.
Danny Morton, cousin of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Randy
Taylor,- Paul Robertson, and
Kenny :Jenkins, the latter a
'cousin Of fWgrodin. Serving
as ushers and acolytes were
John and Paul Robertson,
brothers of_the bride.
The men attendants all wore
candlelight tuxedoes trimmed
ip brown _velvet and had silk
rust rose boutonnieres.
Mrs. Robertson, mother of
the bride, chose to wear a
formal length gown of rust
velvet. Mrs. Orr, mother of
the groom, wore a formal
length gown of hunter green
knit. They both had white
camellia corsages.
The -grandmother of the
groom, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
wore a formal gown of coral
crepe accented with an orchid
corsage. -
Mrs. Sheila Robertson,
sister-in-law of the beide,
presided at the guest register.
She wore a formal' length
gown of brows print knit and
had a corsage of a rust silk,
roses and baby's breath.
-Guests signed the register
with an ivory feather quill
pen. The bride's book was
centered on a runner of
candlelight. peau de soie edged
in 140.- •
Reception
The reception was held in
the social hall of the church.
The table was covered with
a floor length candlelight peau
de soie cloth overlaid With net
and edged with a wide band of
HOSPrl'Al, PATIENT
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins of
Murray, has been dismissed -




- Lourdes Hospital, ,Paducah,
was Horner Outland, Jr., of
Ter - Lee On
• lace. Centering the table was a
three tiered ivory wedding
eake with pillars separating
each layer, a cluster of dark
brown roses by the pillars, and
the top adorned with a bride
and groom statuette under an
altar with silk flowers and
brown bows. Flanking the
cake were hurricane lamps
with large ivory candles en-
circled with silk flowers and
greenery.
On either end of the table
Wit a silver tea service and-.a
large crystal punch bow.
Mints, nuts, and rose colored
plain- were served. Silver
trays filled with an assort-
ment of cheese and crackers
were on the cheese table.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Hazel Morton, Mrs.
Cindy Forth, Mrs. Pam
Alexander, and Mrs. Barbara
George They wore corsages
of rust silk roses. .•
Kristina Todd, niece of the
bride, passed out rice bags.
Music at the reception was
furnished by Mrs. R. W.
Farrell.
Following the reception a
buffet for the family and
bridal party was held at the
bride's home.
The couple left after the





The rehearsal dinner was
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with 28 persons
including the bridal party and
their guests in attendance.
The bridal couple's table
was decorated with a crystal
candlestick holder containing
red roses and candles. The
arrangement was designed by
Brenda Erwin.
Each member of the bridal
party was presented a gift.
Spring Brunch To Be
Held By MSU Women
Members of the Murray State University Women's 
Society
will be treated to an early "Easter Parade" on
 Saturday.
April 7, at 9:30 a.m. in the Racer Room of the Roy 
Stewart
Stadium, accorclingio_the_saciety.
The organization's annual Spring Brunch and Style
 Show
will feature a brunch menu eatered by the MSU Food
 Service
and fashions from the Lad and Lassie Shop and Bright's
.
Models for the style show will be Linda Damron, M
ickey
Gottfried, Marcia Hendren, Brenda Liggins, Joan Ma
upin,
Jo Oakley, Clarice Sparkman, and Pat Weatherly. The
y will
be accompanied in several cases....,their . children. fs•
gran-
dchildren.
Women's Society members who have planned Saturda
y's
"Easter Parade" are Susie Malone, Frances. Matar
azzo.
Mary Rigsby, Priscilla Schanbacher, Janet' Wa
rd, Tonda
West, and Bonnie Jones, 'chairman. Reservat
ions at $2 per
person should be made by Tuesday with Mrs. Jones, 7
53-6134.
Mrs. Orr Is Complimented
Several events were held in
honor of Mrs. Terry Lee Orr,
the former Lesa Kristine
Robertson, prior to her recent
wedding.
A shower was held at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank with Miss Karen Pinson,
Murray, and Mrs. Barbara
Pinson, Alexandria,. as 
hostesses.
The home of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins was the scene of a
shower held for the couple
with Mrs. Gloria Jenkins,
Mrs. Naomi Orr, Mrs.
Patricia Wilson, and Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins as hostesses.
Mrs. Hazel Morton's home
was the scene of a shower with
Mrs. Kathy Beach, Mrs.
Sherrie Paschall, Mrs. Cecelia
Cooper, Mrs. Jane Morton,
Mrs. Monese Brandon, and
Mrs. Hazel Morton as
hostesses. •
Hostesses for a coffee were
Mrs. Barbara George and
Mrs. Rosetta Todd at the
home of Mrs. George.
A bridal luncheon was held
at the home of the bride's















Juice of 1 small orange
2 ripe bananas, sliced
2 tablespoons light rum,
if desired
2 large or 4 small slices
pound cake, toasted if
desired
In an 8-inch skillet over mod-
rate heat stir together the but-
ter, marmalade and orange
juice until mixture bubbles.. __
Add the bananas and heat. Stir
in the rum, if used. Spoon over
the pound cake and serve a/
once. Makes 2 servings. .
Correction
The Black's Decorating Center Ad which















Now at Wendy's, kids 12 & 
under can enjoy
dur deicious Single Hambu
rger (it's a
quarter-pound of fresh beef)
 for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when di
ning with an
adult. So treat the kids and 
stretch your
eatin' out budget . . . NOW
!
Dining room service only-- 
not available'
at our drive-through., w
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Taxpayers are being polled
-again, in a sense, on whether
they want their tax dollars used
-to help pay campaign expenses
of political candidates. Your
1978 federal income tax return
asks whether you wish $1 of
your tax payment used to-sub-
sidize Presidential election
campaigns.
Congress provided for the
voluntary check-off following
the election,. In 1976, this
system provided $74 million. ,
But only 27 percent of the tax-
payers chose to check off $1 for
that purpose; 73 percent
refused or didn't bother with
the check-off at all.
Despite this poor showing of
public support, a powerful bloc
of leaders in the House of
Representatives, supported by
President Carter and organized
labor, wants similar legislation
enacted to benefit candidates
for the House of Represen-
tatives and costing taxpayers
amestimated $52 million plus $2
to $6 million in administratiiie -
expense.
H-.R 1, the House bill,
sometimes is known as the
Speaker's bill- because of its
strong backing by House
Speaker Thomas P. (Tip)
O'Neill ( D-Mass. ). One of the
bill's sharpest critics, the
Chamber' of Commerce of the
United States, has dubbed it:
The Incumbents' Protection
Act."
Under the proposal,?aiimit of
_ $150,000 would be placed on the
amount that could be spent on a
single House campaign, and the
government would match in-
dividual contributions of $100 or
less, up to $60,000.
For years proponents have
:claimed that corporations,
organized labor and other in-
terest groups exert excessive
influence on legislators
because of large contributions.
They propose taxpayer finan-
cing, coupled with a limit on
spending, as the aii.Wer:*
Calii'qg this a - "false
argument," the Chamber —in
its legislative newsletter,.
Congressional Action — cites
an interim report from the
Federal Election Commission
(FEC) to show that these
groups are not the main source
of campaign funds.
The FEC information not.
only reveals that individual
contributions comprise about
two-thirds of the funds raised 
but that corporate-backed
Political Action Committees
PACs) contributed only 4 per-
1
I WRITE TO POLITICIAN
S
. As a service to--bur readers, 
The




of the 'State- and federal. electe
d-
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative





--.-.Here are the mailing add
eisses:
' Sen. Walter D. Huddlest
on
3127 Dirksen Building Wash
ington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirks& Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Re_p. Carroll Hubbard, J
r.




State legislaUirs may b
e reached
I 1 i Frankfort when_ 
the General
Assembly_ is in session 
by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to 
them in care
A the State Capitol 
Building, .




m;miiiiit Colluway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger - - •
Route, 7 
.
Ma yf ield.-Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth I. Imes
201 S. 3rdStreet i
Murray.. K N 42071
%..--.......::
/
cent of the total.
According to the FEC, the
1,921-Candidates for House and
Senate seats in 1978 raised
$198.5 million for their cam-
paigns. But only $8.8 million —
or about 4 percent — . came
from corporate-backed_ PACs,
the real target of the
legislgtibn. Organized labor
kicked in $9.4 million, and
PACs of all kinds gave $31.2
million, or only 16 percent of
the total. — -
Von must look deeper for the
true reason behind this special
interest legislation. While - it
slaps a lid on campaign spen-
ding, it places no restriction on
the Congressional perquisites,
or "perks," that give in-
cumbent members of Congress
about $1 million worth of
possible campaign aid during
their two-year terms in the
form of free mailings, travel
expense, paid office staffs and
use of government facilities.
• These, in effegive them a $1
• o head - sta r-
challengers,_ even though in-
cumbents and challengers alike
are held to the $150,000 limit. It
also helps explain why 95 per-
cent of the House -Members
seeking re-election were suc-
cessful in 1978.
Challengers, of course,
receive no "perks." Why
should taxpayers' ,funds be
























By Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
Minister,
First United Methodist Church
Among the basic institutions of 
our
society which are essential to
 the
quality of life within the commun
ity,
two are quite dependent o
n one
-another: home arstchurch. Th
is is not- _
to draw an exclusive relationship, b
ut'' 
topoint out a particular dependenc
e as
the focus of this statement.
To be more precise, the Church 
has a
strong dependence on the home si
mply
-- because the Church is pe
ople.. The
people of the Church come 
almost
'exclusively from the homes o
f the
community. Without the support of 
the
home, the Church is ser
iously
diminished and restricted.
The dependence of the home on 
the
Church is in proportion to the de
gree of
importance that religion plays
 in the
2. interest of the family. If the 
home is a
religious one, then the vitality- 
of its
faith and the strength of its co
hesion to
Christian values must be under
girded
and fed by, the nurture and wi
tness
provided by the church.
An exception to this is the general
ly.
accepted role of the Church witl-in
 the
c_orrununity. If society values 
the
contribution which the Church ma
kes
within the' community as the -ke
eper
and promulgator of the religinis id
eals
and principles essehtLi to ths-me
raf,
ethical, social, and pcilitical stabili
ty by
which we live, thlen To the degree-
 to
which importance is attached, all t
he
homes of the comrnuruty, whe
ther
religious or not, are dependent on
 the
Church and the values for which it
'Stands. • - '
This fact leads back to the original
premise that the Church's effective
ness
as witness and cO-tiscience for Go
d to
the community is directly related to the




The Story Of • 66
Calloway Cou
nty




• Most of the operations describ
ed have been performed by
one of4the authors and is presented in
 order to understand 'how a
large segment of Murray folks gained 
employment in the industri.,
J. D. Rowlett was a magnificent gentl
eman and were it not for the
fact of being a neighbor, these facts cou
ld not be recorded. Child
labor was an acceptld way of life and a
 lad was most grateful for ,
a job at 10 y ears or age, paying 25 cents a day, wo
rking from whistle
to whistle, 7 a. m. to- 5 p. m., an hour
 off for lunch. At 14 years
of age, a job as steamer brought in $1
5 a week for six days' work,
and was the envy of every bo,y in t
own.
Labor in the factory had adtded compensa
tions. A fringe benefit
'wouldIe to listen to and participate
 in sonorious spirituals sung in
unison over the whole plant. Even tod
ay's spirituals_ are, similar to
those of yesteryear with slight variatio
ns. No work was conducted
on Sunday under *any conditions for i
t would have been a serious
transgression ,against religious views, and 
the commonwealth.
HPMES IN MURRAY
Country homes of early-, folks wer
e originally log structures,
btit rapidly, we're superseded by frame 
dwellings with the introduc-
_hon
. of the* wmill..76inParable evolut
ion ot!curred within the vil-
lgaes. turning point of the
 century. 1900 Murray homes
began to loose their rUralIdentter 
.
their Tredecessors.- However that may be
, this is the makeup of.
-the early town homes: house, outbuildi
ngs, outdoor toilet, garden,
_horse lot, tow OKA, stable, sniokehou'se;
 thus accounting for the 300 -
to 600 foot depth of city -lots of Main t
o Poplar streets and Main
to Olive streets in the old town bOanded
 by the railroad tracks,
Chestnut, Sycamore and 12th Street. T
he original plat .tar2f hound
by Pool Town, 2nd Street, Chestnut and '7t
h Street. Original state
law required-towns to he laid out in even sq
uares. In tbrmep.ntime
that law. his been changed to allow for ,convent
ent• expangion dic-
tated- by population growth' ieJ indti,tytal deye
lopmerit-not over:.
looking tax revenues. 1 •
To Be Contgnued
home to both accept and support th
e
Church in this role. But to return to our
focus, there are a few thoughts 
for
consideration.,
The Churich is a voluntee
r
Tganization../Its paid professional a
nd
support staff have duties assigned
 to




employment These duties, inlitu
allf
agreed and understood by staff a
nd
:•ongregation, generally consume 
the
ittention, time and energy of the p
aid
itaff .or workers,
--Y* the fact remains that-much.
 of
what the Church exists to provide for it
s
-:ongregfation, and in service to th
e
:ornmunity, has not been touched b
y
be paid staff. This points' up t
he
?eculiar nature of the Church as
 a
tolunteer organization and h
ow
iependent it is upon the people.
.A volunteer organization can o
nly
.ornmand the loyalty, participa
tion,
r-,c1 support that its, adherents ar
e
-d1Mg to assign as its legitimace rig
ht.
If the home places a highiiremiu
m on
its religious faith, is active and 
en-
thusiastic in its observance of faith, an
d
recognizes the essential place of 
the
Church in its expression and main
-
tenance of faith, then it will own it
s
obligation to fulfill the volunteer func
-
tiv. -
As this support is made available, th
e
Church has the human resource t
o
fulfill both the essential functions of it
s
nature, as well as the extra 
ex-
pectations that its congregation has 
for
ministry and service.
If there does not exist within 
the
home the commitment to and dep
en-
dence upon the Church as a partn
er in




The beautiful and rich heiress fel
l
madly in love with an encycloped
ia
salesman and immediately propose
d
Marriage to him. The encyclop
edia
salesman was no fortune hunter
; he
was a man of principles. He agreed
 to
marry her but only if she would 
prove
her love by spending the next ye
ar at
his side, while he continued to 
sell his
books.
They were married and for one so
lid
year she accompanied him 
as he
knocked on doors across the countr
y. At
last the year drew to' a close a
nd the
husband happily took his wife i
n his
arms. "You've proved your lov
e for
me. You did whiat I asked you to 
do and
now I can give up selling encyclo
pedias
and we can settle down to a 
normal
married . life.- All right," his bride




He is the Rock, his work is perfect: A
God of truth and without iniquity, just
and right. Deuteronomy 32:4.
How reassuring itis to worship a God
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News and Sports 
Dept
chrishes for the members of 
the
family, .then the Church is restri
cted.
This restriction is felt both in its 
in-
fluence and Ls resources.
The main point is that the Church
basically helpless to fulfill its role a
nd
meet the expectations held for its 
life
and contribution, unless the people w
ho
arethe Church are empowering it w
ith
--. their loyalty, -support; par
ticipation.
Although reference has already been
made to the mutual dependence, a wor
d
can be added concerning the home'
s
dependence on the Church. The ho
me
looks to the Church for what it alon
e can'
offer within the community. No other
institution is committed or expected t
o
maintain religious values, teachi
ng;
and corresponding action. The religiou
s
home has nowhere else to turn for thi
s
influence and service. Therefore th
e
Church's contribution to the home
 is
primarily in this direction.
There are other services within the
community that are dedicated and
equipped to provide other essential and
optional activities for the home and
family. The Church should concentrat
e
on its unique responsibility, and seek t
o
offer the best possible opportunities for
experiencing, developing, celebrating,
and expressing the Christian faith. By
so doing the Church resources the hoe
in its program to build strong faith
within the members of the family.
The Christian Church and the
Christian home are mutually depen-
dent. As each recognizes and accept
s
this as the strongest contributing facto
r
to the fulfillment of the ideals an
d
purpose for each one, then each ha
s
discovered their greatest resource.
May home and Church work together
for effective realization of their com
-
mon goals. Neither can accomplish
these goals without the other for in 
a
very real sense neither has any




involvement, and commitment i
s
mutually agreed and given, then 
(he
common goal is on the way to be
ing
achieved.
Com monwe.a ith (;onstitiier
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Army Sgt. First Class Wesley P.
Davis is serving with the Phu L
am




New officers of the Murray Jaycees
are Van Waughn, Ray Elkins, Paul
Shapiro,. Hoyt Wyatt, and Joe Doran.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sam
(Buie Mae) Christenberry, 79, and Mrs
.
Wayne Beale.
Bobby Knight, Robertson School, and
Gary McClure, New Concord School
,
won first and second prizes in.. th
e
Dental Essay Contest, sponsored by the
Auxiliary of the Southwestern Distric
t
of Kentucky Dental Society.
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin of
Hazel Route 1 announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Sheila, to
George Morgan James, son of Mrs.
William M. James of Birmingham
,
Ala., and the late Mr. James.
Larry and Jerry Tucker, sons of Mr.
and Mrs. James Tucker of Kir
ksey,
have received their junior mem-





Rex Parlier, 43, and two daughters,
Geneva Lynn, 8, and Mable Louise,11,
died from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on Highway 299
near Kirksey last night.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, supervising
teacher at Murray Training School, has-
been elected state president of Delta
Kappa Gamma.
Hal Riddle, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Riddle of Murray, will appear in the
movie, "Onionhead," starring Andy
Griffith at the Varsity Theatre this
week.
Rose Dyer, daughter of Mrs. Mamie
Dyer of Murray, has been named to the
Scholastic honor roil for the past term
at Freed-Hardeman College, Hen-
derson, Tenn.
The Rev. B. R. Winchester will be the
evangelist at the revival services, April
5 to 12, at the Hazel Baptist Church.--."
Showing at the Murray Drive' --
Theatre is "Black Widow" starring
Ginger Robers, Van Heflin, Gene'
Tierney,' and George Raft.
30 Years Ago
"Murray is setting on a keg o
f
dynamite," said Richard Vern
or,
manager of Fire Prevention for
Western Actuarial Bureau, at an
terclub meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House last night. He
 said
that a 500 gallon pumper la not 
large




complimented the work of the Murr
ay
Mee Department.
Deaths reported include Mrs., Kat
e
Smith, 78, and Cody B. Cothron, 59.
More than 2,000 high school senior
s
representing 69 schools in West K
en-
tucky, Tennessee, Illinois, and Missour
i
thronged the campus of Murray St
ate
-College yesterday' in the first "Sen
ior
Day" held since before World War
 II.
Local persons named to positions
 at
e the Woodmen of the World conventi
on
held at Lexington were Gordon Crouch
,
.delegate to the National Sovereig
n
Camp at San Antonio, Texas, 0. B.
Turnbow,, alternate delegate, and
Waylon Rayburn, state auditor.
Piano students of Mrs. Olivene Erwin -





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Buying
any new car nowadays will set you back
several thousaid dollars. Have you
ever thought about leasing?
You may decide that you're better off
buying, but it's worth investigating a
long-term lease.
The advantages of leasing include not
putting a lot of money down in order to
drive away a new car. You also can
return the car at the end of the lease
and never look back. Some leasing
arrangements even provide for
maintenance by the dealer, payment of
all taxes and license fees.
Another plus comes at tax time: if
you use the car partly for business, you
can deduct that percentage of the
monthly rental.
On the other hand, buying a car has
the obvious advantage of property
ownership.
After three or four .years of monthly
payments, you have something to show
for it. You can take a tax deduction on a
car you own and use for business just as
you can on a leased car, but it requires
more detailed record-keeping.
For some people, leasing just doesn't
work. AN one Lexington dealer who
__specializes in leasing put it, "Many
people don't like leasing-Fie-Buse they
don't feel it's their own car. They can't
• he comfortable." , - -
However, others may find that aspect
, of auto leasing one of the Most at-
tractive.
Car dealers agree that most major
automotive problems develop after the
first three years. So if you sign a 36-
month closed-end lease, odds are pretty
good that you won't have a major:
malfunction during that time, and you'
simply give the car back.
There are two kinds of leases open
and closed end. In a closed end lease,
you are not respornible for the car at
the "end of the lease. In an open end
lease, you have the option of buying the
car at the end of the lease.
However, an • open end lease also
means that you are responsible for the
car at the end of the lease, even if you .
decide not to buy it. Your contract will
include an estimated end-value. ..You
can have the dealer sell the car for you,
but you must make up any difference
between the estimated value in your
contract and the actual selling price, i
f.
less. '
An open end lease is frequently
cheaper than a -closed end one, bu
t
some dealers charge the game rates 
for
New car 'leases generally-range from
.12 to 36 months. The longer the lease,
the lower the monthly fee.
Smaller, simpler cars also cost l
ess
per month.
Before you decide to lease, shop
around. Some diners will give you 
a
price thitt ipFludes,verything from
maintenance to taxes to insurance
-
Other lease S may include only the cos
t
of renting the car.
Virtually all auto leasers will require


















































































With the new round-robin
format in Ohio Valley Con-
ference baseball this season,
the one thing that Murray
State Coach Johnny Reagan
feared would mar it — rain —
washed out four scheduled
league games this weekend.
The Thoroughbreds were to
have played Eastern Ken-
tucky Saturday and Morehead
Sunday in conference-opening
twinbilLs.
"You really don't like to see
your home games rained out,"
said Reagan. Under the for-
mat, which has been renewed
after breaking from the 18-
-year-old eastern- and western-
division format, rain games
are not rescheduled.
So Murray now has 20
conference games — weather
permitting — left. The top four
finishers will advance to a
double-elimination tour-
nament at the site of the
regular-season champion in
early May.
.Murray was to have played
North Dakota and Brown in a
twinbill today at Reagan
Field, but rain cancelled
those, too.
"I guess personally, I prefer
the 1.o-1nd-robin format, "
because it gives the players a
chance to play in all the league
cities," said Reagan.
"Practically, though, the
divisions seem to be a little
better," he said. "Easternand
Morehead spent a lot oof
money to come dosim here and
didn't get to play. •
"If it had been Austin Peay
(along with Murray, Western
Kentucky and Middle Ten-
nessee, one of the members of
the old Western Division) we
were playing, we could have
just called them and told them
not to come," Reagan said.
The final standings to
determine which teams ad-
vance to the tournament will
be based on winning per-
centage. Even though a team
may play more games
because of fewer rainoutsr-
that fact won't necessarily
give that team an advantage.
The 'Breds' remaining
schedule:
Tuesday — North Dakota, Brown, home
,
Wednesday -- Austin Peay
doubleheader, 1.p m , home; Saturday —
at Tennesaee Tech ICJ. Cookeville. Sunday
Memphis State, home.
April 11 - Western Kentucky iC
Bowling Green; April .12 -- Arkansas
gate. home; April 14— Eastern Kentucky
fel, nietesond, Ky., April 15 —
Illerefrad iC); April 18 — at Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn
April 21 -- Middle Tennessee rci. home
;
-April 22 at Middle Tennessee C April
— Tennessee Tech C. home. April 27 
.
at Southern Illuvots, Cartaandals; ApriI1.
Si— Western Kentucky Ci, home






formance in the pentathlon
highlighted the Murray State
track team's performance in a
16-team ivitational meet here
this weekend. ,
Manley, - a freshman from
Surrey, England, scored 3,736
points, setting a school record
and qualifying her for the May
84-26 national Championships
in East Lansing, Mich.
The penthalon consists of
the broad jump, javelin, 200-
meter clash, discus and 1500
meters, And Manley's leap of
19-6 In the long Jump may
enable her to compete in the
nationals in that event_190._
"We're not sure how that
works," said Murray Coach
Margaret Simmons. "A 19-2
qualifies anyone for the
nationals, but, it may have to
be in the open long jump, not
the pentathlon." Karen
Harding, Manley's teammate,
finished fourth in the pen-
tathlon with 3,132.5 points.
Kansas won the overall title
with 94 points, followed by
Tennessee State with. 85,
Western Illinois with_71, Ohio
State with 64 and Memphis
State with 48. And,
Murray finished 10th with 27
points, bettering Ohio Valley
Conference rivals Eastern
Keatuclty. (Jlth), Middle
Tennessee (13th) and Austin
Peay (16th The University of
Kentucky finished seventh,
and Western Kentucky was -
eighth.
Glenda Williams placed
third for the Racers in the long
jurup with a leap of 18-5, and
Susan McFarland was sixth
with a jump of 17-11 3-4.
Cindy. Farrand placed
fourth in the high jump with a
leap of 5-4, and the 440-yard
relay team of Karen Wilson,
Betty Fox, McFarland and
Glenvira Williams was sixth- •• • -
in 50,996. ,
Simmons was pleased with
her team's performance,'
astrecially since it was
Murray's first meet outdoors.







Terje Persson (above) won all three of his singles matches„helping t
he Murray State men's
tennis team to the championship of the Southeast Missouri Invit
ational this weekend. Per-
sson, a freshman, was named the most valuable player of the tou
rney. staff photo by Tony Wilson
Murray Women Netters
Are Lady Pacer Winners
MARTIN, Than. — Becky
Jones'r won the No. 6 singles
'title to help the Murray State
women's tennis team tie for
-the )(championship of the Lady
Pacer Invitational this
weekend.
The Racers and Western
Kentucky each compiled 44
points to ouutdistance Ole.
Miss (43), Mississippi State
(37), Middle Tennesse (35),
Tennessee , State (35),
Southern Illinois (26), St.
Louis University (17), Austin
Peay 114,-Jefferson State (7)
and UT-Martin (3).
Jones, who won twice on
Friday to advance to the
Saturday semifinals, beat
Kathy Summers of Western
Kentucky 6-2, 6-4 before
stopping T. C. Dean of
Mississippi, 6-2, 6-1 in the
final.
The No. 1 Murray doubles
team of Karen Weis and Bitsy
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of oviner/operator or operation w
ith drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority
.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now 
operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, slee
per cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum 
of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do 
yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt,
 Tn.
BECKY JOKES
Rift also won, dispatching of
Jeanne Swain and Debra
Dotson of Mississippi State, 6-
3, 6-2, before defeating Renee
Pereire and Cathy Yelverto




14o. 6 singles: semifinals, Becky Jones
Mi c1.14(athy Summers, WM:, 6-2. 6-4;
championship. d. T.C. Dean. 5113.1., 6-2,4. 
No. 1 doubles Karen WeLs-Bitsy Kilt
Mid. Jeanne Swain-Debra Dotson, Mis
s.
St., 6-3, 6-2. championship, d Renee
..Pereire-Cathy YelVertmi, Miss., 4-6. 7-5, 6-
1. v..
--No. 3 doubles — Anne Ress-Jones d.
.Susan Davila-Linda Koch, APSI.I. 6-2. 6-0;
final, Sue Crader-Pit Ziegenfuss, SIU
d. Ress-Jones 6-2, 64.
Congotatten Briirket
No 1 singles — d. Jeanne Swain,
Miss. St. (No. I seed). 24, 74, 64.
No. 4 angles— Anne Peas Mid.( Nancy
Broadhurst, Middle Term., 6-3, 34, 6-1
No. 5 singles — Yvonne Utley I'M. d.
Susan Roberts, Miss., 34, 7-5, 6-0.
Lucas Leads
Trail Blazers
By the Associated Press
Professional pride is nice,
but Maurice Lucas hada more
tangible explanation for his 14-
point burst in the final 4:02
that gave the streaking
Portland Trall-Rtaters a 1e0-
107 victory over the
Milwaukee Bucks Sunday.
"1 wanted the ball, I wanted
it badly," explained the
veteran forward. "I want to
get into the playoffs because I
want the extra income."
Lucas' spurt 'helped the
Blazers to their eighth victory
in the last nine games and
kept them 242 games ahead of
San Diego in the race for•the




In other NBA games Sun-
day, the Philadelphia 76ers
edged the Los Angeles Lakers
112-111, the Sap Antonio Spurs
nipped the Boston Celtics 112-
110, the Cleveland Cavaliers
beat the Houston Rockets 114-
105, the Washington Bullets ,
defeated the Denver Nuggets .
105-89, the San Diego Clippers
topped the New York Knicks
126-116, the Phoenix Suns beat
the Detroit Pistons 116-105, the
Seattle SuperSonics edged the
Golden State Warriors 102-97
and the Atlanta Hawks
defeated the New Jersey Nets
109-98.
Lucas finished with 30 points
for the Blazers. His short bank
shot with 27 seconds left gave •
them a 108:1417 lead--. •
Mtirray Ledger & Times
Big Winners
Warren Takes 1500 In Florida;
Odlin Grabs First In River Run •
GAINESVILLE, Fla.
David Warren may have
surprised himself. "I fell back
on the third lap because the
pace was slow. I'm going to
have learn to set the pace
myself from now on," he said.
Warren, a sophomore on the
Murray State team, defeated
a strong field to win the open
division of the 1500 meters
Saturday at the Florida
talays.
He finished in 3:42.8, setting
a school record and qualifying
him for the NCAA cham-
pionships in the event later
this year. The time is also an
equivalent to a 4:00.9 mile.
Murray State Coach Bill
Cornell admitted his team's
performance was by far the
best by a Racer squad since he
has been in Murray.
Even more amazingly,
teammate David Rafferty
finished second in the 1500 in
3:45.2, giving Murray a sweep
of the event.
The Racer distance medley
relay team of Marshall
Crawley, Mitch Johnston,
Matt Tippen and Pat Chimes
finishd third in 9:54.26.
Richard Charleston placed
second in the steeplechase in.
8:58.37, and Chimes finished
second in the 800 meters in
1:49.45.





The Murray State golf team
shot a 5;4-hole total of 933 to tie
for 15th—place in the 18-team
Marshall Invitational this
weekend.
Don Martin paced The
Racers with a 77-78-72-227,
followed by Tom Fischer, 78-
77-77-232; Brian McDonald, 77-
79-79-235; -Bill Berg, 78-83-80-
241; and Larry Patton, 80431-
81-242.
The Racers will compete in
the Colonel Classic in Rich-
._ roonA,April 7-8. 
Practice
Moved Up
The opening day of Murray
,State's spring football
-practice has been moved to
Tuesday because- of-. wet
grounds, the Racer football
announced,
- The Racers will hold 20 days
-of workouts before She. annual 
Blue-Gold scrimmage.
reJohnston and Rafferty
`rftnished second, and Charles
- Youngren won the unversay
division II of the javelin with a
heave of 66.30 meters.
Warren's specialty was
formerly 'the 800, but he says
he realized that he was limited
in the event.
"I just haven't got the basic
speed for the 800," he' said.
"My best is 1:47.4, and I think
I could run a 1:47. But that still
wouldn't be anywhere close to
gad' enough for the Olym-
pics."
The Olympics — that's
Warren's major goal, and he
feels his chances are much
better in the 1500. I still in-
tend to run som 800s this year,
but I think my future is in the
1500," he said.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
The Jacksonville Track Club
sponsored Jerry Odlin, but
Odlin says it was Murray
State he was running for this
weekend.
Odlin defeated ap-
proximately 4,000 runners to
win the River Run Race, a 9.3
mile course that ran through
the city of Jacksonville.
"They covered the race live
on television," said Odlin, a
Murray State sophomore.
"The streets were lined three
or four deep with people."
Of the large number 'that
competed, Odlin guessed
there were perhaps 60 or, so
that were quality runners.
"It was a nice break from
running on the track," said
Odlin. "I pulled away from the
favored runner,.. and , it
became a two-rnim -betwee




Todd was a third-team
selection, and teammate Rose
Ross made honorable mention
in the Louisville Courier-
Journal's prep all-state
basketball squads which
appeared in the newspaper's
Sundly edition.
Todd, a 579 junior, and Ross,
a 54 senior, led the Lakers to
, their first-ever First Region
title before they fell to Oldham
County in the first round of the
state Inurnamentt -
Todd averaged 20.5 points
and Ross, 16,4, during the,
regular season. Todd was
previously named as the top
player in the Jackson Pur-
chase, and Ross was also
selected to the squad.
Tonya Alexander, a
member of'-the Murray High
girls team, was an honorable
mention selection of the First
Region's best players the
Courier Journal's list. She was
also a member of the All-
Purchase squad.
The all-state teams were
elected through voting by the












TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE — WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE











Plus freight S. Su
ADOIIIESS 
all0111 . . .
BEST TIME TO SEE
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES





Nine passenger, white with
red interior, split seat, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM radio, V-8,
automatic, toot rack, 7,790
miles, power steering &





77 Oldsmobile Cutlass •
Supremo Brougham
Beige interior, 43,900 miles,
loaded, split seats, power
seats, power windoiiI,'







Four door, one owner,
beige with brown interinr,




One owner, gold with bl., -






62,800 miles, automatic ̀
transmission, air.
76 Pontiac Firebird A
Dark blue, white interior,




Bright red, red interior, —




DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROIET ic
78 Caprice Classic,
Four door, beige with
camel cloth interior, 18,791
miles, power windows and
door lciCks, tilt, cruise, AM:
FM tape, rear window -
defogger, power steering





P THE MURRAY. Ky., L






- Special -Olympies basketball
team defated Louisville
- Durrett, -34 for the Class
AAA state championship this
- • wykend.-'-- •
*/ Calloway, which finished
/second in its region in
:;-faducah on March 10, blasted
;:;Franklin Simpson 50-29 in the
-77first game before beating
-Durrett.
Stanley Colson scored 24
points to pace Calloway,
followed by Mike Rekestrew
with seven, last Reeder with
four and Ricky Hargrove with
two.
Other team members are
Dana Ahart, James Chad-
wick, Barry Henson and
Chuck Cathey.
A tri-state tournament will
be held in Normal, Ill., soon
,
says Nicole Ulrich, who, alon
g
with Charlie Warren, is coach
of the team. From there
,
teams will advance to the
national championships.
"We're not sure how teams
will be picked for the tri-
state," said Ulrich. -But we
think Calloway has a good
chance."
Sponsors of the team include
the Murray Jaycees, the
Murray Moose Club, Murray
Optimists, the Calloway
Board of ' Education, the
Calloway High Spanish Club,
Roy Bynum of Murray, Mr.




Racer Netters Take Title
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. -
"7"The -Murray State men's
tennis team upped its season
record to 9-1 by taking the




Terje Persson, the Racers'
, No; 1, singles player, was
.;.chosen most valuable athlete
in the event, in which m hes
- were moved indoors a




and the University of Missouri
at S,j,. Louis_ by identical 6-0
co ts Southwest Missouri,
wtich was ranked as high
ei hth in NCAA Division II
sta dings last year, finished
sec d.
Th Racers travel -TO,




Murray IL NE Missouri r -
Terje Persson d. Al Dochnal HO
; aims
Leonard d. Doug Swisher 10
-2. Roger
Berthiatune d. Ken Abernathy 
10-0: Finn
Swarting d. Mike Schneeklott 10-1
; Mike
Costigan d Brian Baum 10-3; Steve 
Willie
d. Mike McCarthy 10
Murray S. SW Missouri 0
Persson d Dave Sperry 10-4. Le
onard d
Roger Buenernare 104; B
erth1aurne d
Mark Seek 10-6; Swatting d. 
Mark Fthxles
10-6: Costigan d Jim Nacy 
104; Willie d,
[hive Armstrong 10i,
Murray S. Mo.-St. Lads 0
Persson d Gary Knapp.10-3; Le
onard d
John January 10-2; Berthiaume
d. Al Wolk
10-6; Swatting d. Jim Draten
 10 1;
Costigan d. Ken Helm 10-1; Willie d
. Craig
Eillerinan 10-4.
Two Qf All's Contingent
Are Still With Champion
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
One of them satisfies his




nearer the end of his historic
career as the ' on-and-off
heavyweight boxing champion
of the world, has been
reluctant to part with two
.-members of his now rapidly
--Scattering entourage. •
A - Lana Shabazz -t
he
champ's favorite cook. Drew
"Bundini" Brown is the court
jester who has been at Al's
elbow - in and outside the
ring - for as long as many of
us can remember, alternately
screaming defiance or
- weeping unashaniedly .as
. fortunes fluctuated.
- - "Thechamp really loves my
- victuals," Lana says.' -First
Thinel-s-fe `L plate for him, he
-. said, 'Lana, I'm going to







• Phone Allstate and
carnPare'Your present
homeowner's insurance
price and coverages with
ours. Maybe I can save
you some money
All
You're in good hands,
Allstate Insurance Co Nort
hbrook









lel Ai. Csassii 713.4711
joshing, of course. --So
married his chauffeur." ,
"Lana and me 7— we're the
only ones left," added Bun-
dini, looking like a man going
in a-wedding or a funeral-in-his•
pinstriped vested suit, white
shirt and black tie.
. "The others, they're long,
gone."
Lana and Bundini were the
lone members of the old Ali
ble who showed up over the
we nd for -a fancy Park
Aven hin g announcing
plans-for a ̀ 'MuharnifiadAlt
Roast" Friday, April 13,
benefitting the. _Youth _Com-
munications and Olympic
Training Programs.
Even Ah didn't make it.
Stricken with a heavy cold, he
spoke to the guests by
telephone from the West
Coast.
'They ThaVe ' given: me-4ii •
Sept. 15 to announce whether
I'll- defend my title," the
champion said huskily over
2,000 miles of Ma Bell's wires.
"KM gonna milk it a's long as I
can. -rii make—iny an-
nouncement maybe Sept. 13.-
Everybody present knew
what his decision would/ be.
Now-37 years old, three/times
winner of the heavyweight
i---At woutdu(-chant*
disappointing h. fans by
going out a loser, -
Both Bundini and Lana have
been with Ali throughout his
reign, the -former joining the
champ just before and the
latter just after he won the
_ crown from Sonny Liston in
Miami Feb. 25, 1964. .
---,Lana not only was the cook
but was chief bottle washer at
a Harlem. eater); where she
met Ali, and rarely frater-
nized with the customers.
"When All came in, I hadto
come outside," she said. "I
fixed him the finest spread.
, you ever saw- Muslim soup,
barbecued lamb, fresh string
bans, fresh-biitWrWMuash,
fresh cabbage and Muslim
_bean_ pie."
Lana was persuaded to join
All's aunt, 'Coretta Clay, now
deceased, in the kitchen. They
supervised the champ's meals
from Kinshasa to Manila.
Lana ;married All's chauffeur,
Otis Shabazz. "Soon I was
• cooking.far20..ar 40," she said.
With Ali no longer active in
the ring, most of these aides
„  taw drifted away to
pursue their private lives -
Gene Kilron_one of the lone
whites in the group-who was
•, road secretary; trainer Lloyd
Wells, Wally Muhammad,
Captain Sam, Jeremiah




Both Lana and Bundini now
work for Al's amateur sports
group.
Tim Jetmore, a member of the Murray Sta
te men's rodeo team, was thrown from this bro
nc
during Friday night's action in the Murray
 State Intercollegiate Rodeo. But the Racer me
n
finished third, and the Murray State w
omen won first place during the affair, which was
held at the MSU Exposition Center. 
Photo by Corrine Shepard
MSU Women Win Rodeo
The Murray State women's
r odeo team compiled 285
points to win the Murray,State
Intercollegiate Rodeo held in
the Exposit-On:. Center this
weekend.
The Racer men's team, with
270 points, finished third
behind UT-Martin and St. Fair
Community College of
Sedalia, Mo.
Scott Fogg, a member of the
Murray State team, was
named the all-round cowboy,
and Karen Cash of Henderson
College was the • all-round
cowgirl.
Donna Diehl-,was fourth in
the average (a classification)
of the breakaway roping.
Donna Rankin was second in
the firs‘ go-round another
classification) of 3 the
breakaway roping, and
_Cynthia__Ii_ook was fourth in
the first go-round, 1st in the
second go-round and tied from
first in the average.
Kook was also second in the
average of the goat-tying
event, and Rankin was fourth
in the first go-round.
Runaway Win
Fogg finished second in the
men's division of the saddle
bronc riding. Bill Cross,
teamed with Danny Presley of
Eastern Missouri Junior
College to finished third in the
average of the team roping
imid later teamed with Allen
Elkins of Northwest Junior
College in Mississippi for
fourth.
The Murray State women
currently stand second in the
Ozark Region in their bid fdr
one of . the 10 region cham-
pionships.
Watson Takes Heritage Classic
By BOB GREEN
_ _AP Golf Writer
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. - Ed Sneed probably put
it in the proper focus.
"I played about as well as I
can," Sneed said thoughtfully.
"I can't conceive shooting -a
lower number on this golf
course. -
"And Tom (Watson) beat
- by five shots. - --
"It's unbelievable. The
:lime Watson shot,  the way he




Watson. the front-;-unner all
the way, needed only alinal- -
. round of par 71 to win the
., Heritage Golf Classic by a
comfortable five strokes and.
'iff-the process. set a tour-
nament scoring record forlhe
Harbour Town Golf Links, 'a
demanding layout Watson.
-ranks - among_ the-..great
courses in the country.
"It's always a thrill to win a
tournament." he said.. "It's
doubly- thrilling ,to win an a
golf course you love. Ws-triply
thrilling  to win siittia_recorcil:•--
The record was his 270 total.
14 shots under par and one
better than the old mark Jack
Nicklaus set on this resort
•
island off the South Carolina
coast in 1975. -
It was Watson's 12th
American triumph - plus two
British Open titles - and his
first of the season.
He collected $54,0WrifOrn
the total purse of $300,000 and
took the lead in the season's
moneywinning race, which he
won the past two seasons, with
4145,965.
"The way he was playing,
and with that huge lead, it
didn't figure that he'd shOR
high enough number that even
a 66 Would catch him," Sneed
said.
• LPGA
COSTA MESA, Calif. (AP)
- In an era when age 30 is
considered past. prime for
athletes, JoAnne Carner, a
few days shy of 40, is a.rarity.
"I've never felt younger,"
said Carner after surviving a
five-way plafdi SiindayliS
capture the ;150,000 Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tournament at Mesa Verde
Country Club. ,
The $22,500 first prize
propelled-her-Intd-the LPGA
money lead past Nancy Lopez,
who saw a 2-stroke lead
disappear over the last six
Capitals Top Islanders First Time
By the Associated Press
Washington Coach Danny
Belisle says his Capitals were
just plain tired of being
humiliated by the New York
Islanders.
. so, _for j.rie_first time: in the. 
team's five-year history, the
Capitals beat the Islanders 6-4
Sunday night behind two goals
by Swedish rookie Rolf
Edberg.
"I think :just the ac-
cignulation,". said Belisle,
when asked why his team was
able to beal the leaders of the






Jim Shropshire & Joe P
at Witherspoon
Ciba-Geigy Corp
The Marie of Quality
knulatioei
al iss.Aesta ?Moue- .0.44, 
•••111 r2rth rernaidiat,9
•Chlotlest
WatA I HUD Appeorod
*Appro. 2 trenr. tho,. 
Now., eons
.6.• than dry 
r”ourrIVel JnItoloition
_•F nosisNor• elms I 
tatting
somas with warrant
y, toe horn. own«
•S,clewolf a Attic Insulation Our ,Spocsolltes•
Natiot Hockey League's 'Clark Gil
lies, Mike
Patri Division. "The guys Kaszycki and
 Bossy scored in
have a lot of pride and the third,
 period for the
everything was starting to go Islanders.
negative again." - "We own
ed them in the third
In other NHL games, the period," said Re
sch, "but it
Montreal Canadiens tied the was too 
late. We have lost our
Colorado Rockies outscored_
the St. Louis Blues 9-5, the
Atlanta Flames beat the
Pittsburgh Penguins 7-2, the
Philadelphia Flyers defeated
the New York Rangers 7-3, the
Toronto Maple Leafs topped
the Buffalo Braves 6-3, the
Detroit Red Wings trimmed
the Minnesota North Stars 3-1,
and the Vancouver Canucks
and Chicago- Black Hawks
fought to a 2-2 tie.
' Montreal now leads the NHI,
with Ill points, while the
Islanders have 108. .
The Capitals took a 3-0 lead
on goals by Dennis Maridt,._
k Yvan-ha-bre and Robert
Picard and made it 4-0 on-
Edberg's score early try\ the
second period.
-Losing 'goalie Glenn Resch
said his tearn lens-dazed by - R
on 'Delorme scored thr..
that early barrage. "If-we let_ goa
ls and Merlin Malinow,„,,
teams. push ,us around like -Tapir goal and three assist:,
that,0 were going to be in
Rouble," Resch'said.
New Tork.8 ' 14filtr • Bossy
scored his 62pd goal to break
Reggie Leach's record of 61
goals for a right winger, set in
the 1975-76 season. But Ed berg
and Guy Charron came back
with goals to give Washington
a comfortable 6-1 lead going
into the third period.'
the Canadiens' 14-game
winless streak in 1939-40.
Flyers 7, Rangers 3
Rick Lapointe, started a
three-goal first period that
helped the Flyers defeat the
RangerS, solidifying their hold
Boston Bruins 3-3, the---aggressi-rene
s-s- -jan4---,e„4 ail secon
d place in the Patrick
better get it back soon." D
ivision. 
Canadiens 3, Bruins 3 The
 flyers. 10-1-1 in their
- Boston led 3-1 in the third last I; 
games, lead the
period before Montreal pulled.' R
angers by five points.
Lerna ire and rookie Rod-to 
play, the Rangers four. New
Philadelphia has three games
even on goals by Jacques
langway, the latter scoring imi Yor
k Is one point in front of
a 60-foot slapshot. 
fourth-place Atlanta, alsd with
Langway's goal made up for four 
games to play.
holes.
Lopez, gunning for her third
1979 victory, faltered at the
end by bogeying four of the
final eight holes for a round of
75, her worst of the tour-
nament.
That left her tied with
Carner, Jan Stephenson,
Chako Higuchi and Donna
Yowl& at 286 at the end of
regulation _play iti then-bole
event. -- • _ t.)
"The golf course beat-
everybody," said Ulmer, who
fired a closing round of par,
71, then defeated Higuchi on
the second overtime hole after
the other three had liageyed
• the first extra hole.
a misplay in the first period - I
when Rick Smith picked off a 
Maple, Leafs 6, Sabres 3
clearing pass by Langway.for 
Iiny ' McDonald scored --
the first-geed-of thelame, - - 
thr goals and one assist and
Bruins Coach Don Cherrs.
was disappointed' .1.., tie-,. tbe 
To, onto scored-on three of its
first five shots in beating
but pleased with the per. 
Bilffalo and ending an 11-
formance of his goalie, 
gime personal unbeaten
"Cheevers was ,..se.sn. 
streak for Sabres. goalie Don
satiThe old al '-hCehsaeeside is b' Ita (It.1:s* 1sf : t'rlih. va. nig.like




that, he'll be all right." 
Red Wings 3, North Stars 1
Errol and Vacla
v
Rockies 9, Blues 5
$edomansky each scored one
poal and assisted on anothef 
to
)cad Detroit over 
Minnesota.
Colorado posted its highei i Flames 
7,_penguIns 2
goal total of the season and ' Darcy R
ota scored three
scared its first eictery.0441,,Int.. foals 4,At
lanta assured itself
in 15 games. ' 01 the hom
e ice fat tbe first
Had the Rockieil -failed te round of the 
NHL playoffs.
win they would have tied an- Cassocks 
2, Black Hawks 2
NHL record for consecutipe Defen
seman e O'Connell
Winless games at home...The. scored his 
th. goal of the
and 
missthraeraei dd' baynChicilaga, season at 3 3
 of the final
d on
period to e Chicago,its tie
remained unmatched since with Va 
uver.
"I never dreamed rd be
sitting here," she said af-
terward,. clutching a bouquet.
of roses as she met with •
reporters. It was her second
tour victory' of 1979 - upping
her earniriv to $61,300 - and











































































No. l' Question 1
By the Associated Press
MILAN, Italy - The oft-
posed question of who Is the
world's No. 1 tennis player,
Jimmy Connors or Bjorn
Borg, .may soon have an an-
swer - John McEnroe.
Only 20, the Douglaston,
N.Y., tennis phenom is the
rising star of this year's World
Championship Tennis WTCI
circuit after winning two
tournaments in a week - in
New Orlean4 and Milan. I4e
has now picked up 390 points to
take the lead in the WTC
standings, ahead of Connors.
Vitas Gerulaitis, who lost in
the semfinals here to
McEnroe, winning only three
games in two sets, is sure the
hard-hitting left-hander will
be the future king of tennis.
McEnroe is more cautious,
and modest, apparently.
Aware he has won only one-
of five matches against
Connors, McEnroe says
Jimmy is still the best.
"However things might
change if I win at Flushing
Meadows • the U.S. open) this
season," McEnroe said after
taking the $35,000 'first prize
for downing Australia's John
Alexander in the final at
Milan.
His performances here were
top class, exhibiting a
splendid backhand and
forehand .passing shott,
precise volleys and .powerful
serves.
"He can improve each of his
shots and his play in general,"
said respected Italian tennis
expert Rino Tonanasi. "Thus
it's not difficult to forecast
him as a No. 1, sooner or
later."
While Connors dominates in
direct confrontations against
McEnroe, Borg, the 23-year-
old Swede who has won
Wimbledon three times, has
lost two of three meetings with
the young American. Borg
apparently is going through a .
difficult time in his career.
After winning the most
prestigious tournaments in the
past years and a WCT leg at
Richmond this year, Borg was
ousted by McEnroe in the New
Orleans semifinal and by
Alexander in the Milan
quarter-finals. Borg was the
top seed in Milan -and - the
defending champion.
Sources close to Borg's
party said he was disturbed by
reported threats on his life
made by Italian terrorists,
which forced Milan organizers
to give him an escort of
bodyguards. -
McEnroe considers both
Borg and Connors still at
higher levels than he, but said
Gequlaitis: "He already plays
at Connors' level."
And Peter Fleming, who
teamed with McEnroe to win
in the doubles, echoed: "He is




from East Calloway County
Elementary School par-
ticipated in the L)Run, Ken-
tucky, Run" road races held
at the Kentucky Horse Park
this weekend.
Garriaon ,finished 
eighth in a field over 100 in the.
15,and-under di v isop, and
Mike Garrison was 17th. Their
t
times were 13:21 and 15:25,
respectively, over the two-
mile course.
- Vicki Houghton was 14th of
125 in the 15-and-tinder girls,
and Noreen Herndon was 150.
Their times were 17:16 and
17:18, resiteslively.
Mile Wicker ran the 10,000
7—merers—in the 13-and-tinder
division in 4718, good enougt,
, for 16th hi a field of over 100.










I can help you.
I can .make life a lot easier for you excavators
and gardeners by helping you take it easy on
underground utility lines:And on-yoursetves.
.F.orty7eight hours before you dig, call me —
toli,free —at the Kentucky Undergrou-nd
Utilities Protection Center . 1-800-752-6007.
Ill ask all the participating utilities in your
excavating area to mark their underground lines
so yotttl-knosw where they are ancF.vvon't acci-
dentally cut them. Your call to me May-prevent.



































































By the Associated Press
They say you can't replace
Rod Carew; but Willie Mays
Aikens didn't do a bad job
Sunday.
Atkens subbed for Carew
after the seven-time batting
champion was ejected, and hit
a two-run homer to help the
'Ailalifornia Angels beat the Los
Angeles Dodgers 7-4 in
exhibition baseball at
Anaheim.
Carew was thumbed out of
the "Freeway Series" game
when hetumped plate umpire
Jim Scott in the fifth inning
while protesting he hadn't_
swung on a third strike.
In the next inning, Dan Ford
singled and Aikens hit his
second homer of thespring for
the Angels.
Bobby Grich, claiming some
assistance from Carew, also
was a hero for the winners
with two RBI singles, in-
cluding a rally-capping hit in a
two-run third against Andy
Messersirrith.
"I had the locker two away
from Carew at Palm
Springs," Grich pointed out,
"I did a lot of talking to
Rodney and changed my
stance."
Elsewhere, 1978 National
League Rookie of the Year
Bob Horner played in his first
game of the spring for the
Atlanta Braves, a 3-2 decision
over the Minnesota Twins.
Horner, involved in a
contract dispute with the
Braves, went hitless in four
appearances in his role as
designated hitter. Barry
Bonnell hit a tworun homer to
lead the Braves.
George Scott's two-run
single keyed a five-run fifth
inning and Mike Torrez tuned
up for a regular-season start
later this week as the Boston
Red Sox defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 9-6. Although he
allowed eight hits and three
earned runs in six innings,
Torrez was satisfied. .-He
struck out four and didn't walk
a batter.
In other action,. ,Chris
Chambliss singled home the
winning run in the 10th inning,
giving-the New York Yankees
a 4-3 victory over the Detroit
Tigers. Joe Wallis' five hits
helped the Oakland A's beat
the Chicago Cubs 9-8. Rookie
Eric Wilkens earned his first
Cactus League victory,
allowing two runs and five hits
in six innings, as the
Cleveland Indians beat the
Seattle Mariners 7-3.
Johnny Grubb's two-run
homer led the Texas Rangers
to a 6.1 victory over the
Kansas City Royals. Greg
Pryor's solo homer triggered
a four-run eighth inning that
carried the Chicago White Sox
past the Toronto Blue Jays 10-
7.
Dave Cash's 10th-inning
single drove in the winning
run as the Montreal Expos
edged the Houston Astros 3-2.
Mazzilli hit homers as the New
York Mets defeated the
Philadelphia Phillies 5-1.
Sports At A Glance
Golf
HILTON HEAD ISl.AD. Sc • AP+
Top flnel scores and money-winnings Sun-
day in the 1000,003 Heritage Claude on ,
the 6.1104-yard. par-71 Harbour Town Golf
links
Torn Wapon, $54,000 415104111-71--270
Ed Sneed. 932,400 (16411671416--775
Mike Morley. 817.403
• Tom Kit, 1117,400 81141141-71-279
Ray Floyd, $11.400 7244-0-71-3110
Bill Roger*. M1.400 611-43-72-71,--290
Bob Murphy, 15,675 7l-C-7449-36 ,
George liurna,41.121$14:14&.pt--.21M-1-
Don January. KM -711-11641-383
Hubert Green WIN -714745-3114
Joe Inman. $6.W — ---7140-72-76-MN







Week of March 30
Tern vo
Ky. Lake Oil Co 64 36
M.F.A Ins. 57 43
- Shoemaker Seed Co 55 - 45 
-
Hirple Grocery 55 45
Miiiron Auto Electric  51 49
East Y Grocery 50 50
Paradise Kennels 47,s 52
1-9
Astro Car Wash  56%
.1
Key Cars 414 58
4
Lucky Seven . Mrk) 64
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
East Y Grocery 406
Ky. Lake Oil Co , 496
McCurtonAuto & Electric 596
HIGH TEAM GAME (HP
McQuston 7
15
Ky. Lake CAI Co 731
Harpole Grocery  773
HIGH TEAM SIERIE1(K)
M .F.A Ins.  1736
Ky. Lake Oil C,o •  MN'
Baseball
Saturday's Games
Montreal 9, Houston 6
Atlanta 4, Baltimore "B" 3
St lows 3. Pittsburgh 2
Toronto 6, Philadelplua 2
Texas 8. Kansas City 6
Beaton 9. Minnesota 4
Chicago A 4. Detroit 0
Chicago INI 4, Oakland 3
San Francisco 8, Cleveland 5
Milwaukee 12, Seattle 5
Cincinnati 5, New York .N1 1
Baltimore 2, New Nock A 0
Cattforma--•frlais--Angeles 4, 11 inning
s
Montreal Horton 2. 10 innings
Atlanta 3. Minnesota 2
Boston 9. SCLouls 6
New York IN 5. Philadelphia 1
Pittsburgh 7, Cincinnati 5
Chicago Ai 10. Toronto?
Texas 6, Kansas City 1
New York A 4. Detroit 3, 10 innin
gs
Loa Angeles et California
Cleveland 7, Seattle 3
Oakland 9, Chirkg0TN , 8
San Francisco 5. Milwaukee 3
, San Diego 5, Seibu lions 1
Manley's Games
Kansas City_ 'is Atlanta at West Pa
lm
Beach. Fla
Montreal vs St Louis at St Petersbu
rg,
Fla
New York 'NI vs Toronto at Duned
in,
Fla
Philadelphia vs Boston at Winter
Haven, Fla
Pittsburgh vs Minnesota--•"A" at
Orlando, Fla.
Minnesota '1,1"_ vs. Houston at 
Cocoa,
Fla











Ky. Lake 01103 3012
Atlantic Division
McCluston Auto &Electric 2200
W I. Pct. GB
HIGH IND. GAME SC) x.Wastun
gton 52 25 675 -
Lots Smith 193 Philadelph
ia 45.34 570 8
Pat Scott  192 New Jersey 
36 41 468 16
litgrgarruMort on 191 New York 31 
49 368










..,San Antonio 45 33 .577
'Houston 43 AC_ _
1,9
Pat Scott  496
Atlanta 43 36 .544
Mary Harris 496
Cleveland 30 48 .385 15
lois Smith  482
Detroit 29 19 .372 16
Patty Harris 457
New Orleans 25 54 .316 20,
1
HIGH IND. SERIES iHci




601 Kansas City 45 34 .570
Kay Dyer  5
92 Denver 44 34 544
NIGHAVERAGES Milwaukee 
37 42 468
Lois Smith . 172 Indiana''-36
'43 456 9
Pat Scott 1










Seattle 50 28 641





geles 44 13 .621 $5Ys
Jane Parks
140 Portland 
44 34 .564 6
Hilda Bennett . 1
38 San Diego 
12 37 .532 1114
Jane McCuiston
. 138 Golden State 35
 44 443 154
Karen McFerron





















































To Choose From *
Serta Bedding -
(Limited Quantities)




Close Out At $1 I 
7 • Per z Piece Set
Hide-A-Beds
Broyhill-Flexsteel-Imperial
Discontinued Fabrics & Styles
Priced From 
$38500
17 Styles and Fabrics To Choose  From
CRASS FURN URE
1 Downtown Murray 753-3621
PAC*8-A THE MURRAY, Ky.




I will on Monday, April 23, 1979
 at 10:00 a.m. at the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway
 Coanty, Kentucky expose to
public sale to the highest bid
der the following delinquent .tax
claims upon which a real estat
e assessment appears the
amount includes the tax, penalt
y, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost ). The claims s
old become a lien upon the
property described upon the fac
e of the tax bill and are
subject to 12 per cent per annum
.
MAX MORRIS
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
' GRADED SCHOOL DIS
TRICT









823-Carteto Jerry L 
834-Cathey, Don
939-Clees, Eddie M 
950-Coats, Terra
1138-Crass s Joseph H.,
1165-Crider, Rowland L. , 
1172-Cromwell, Kenneth • 
1207-Cunningham, Martha 
1209-Cunningham, Theodore R. 
, 1250-121augherty, D 
1275-Dentorr, S13i#ley A. 
1286-Dibble, lph 
1378-Downey, Kenneth 
1392-Drew. Barry Wm 
1402-Du1tbar; Ella
• cA5 Estella Turner 






1776-Fos r. Willie Lee
1873:-G mons, L.D.






/2231-Harrington, Brian R 
 108.96




38-Adams, Jdhn B... 
63.20
55-Aden, William H. . 
 106.11
103-Allen, Kenneth  
17.44-,
229-I3andarra. George R. . 
255.27




























8078 Herrington, Nicky 
8106-Brookover, Richard - —
8107-Brookover, Richard 
8111-Brooks, Homer 1,-.-
8122-Brougham Records Inc _





 ._.,. 20.31 _ 8186-Browl.l. V„ernie 
29438
_2506-Idornbuckle, James R. 
119.17 
- -
8189-Brown, William Eddie 
 .94.66
• 4e---2509-Horning, Bobby,C., 
279.08 8.10 Bruce, Logan Mrs. 
, . . ............ 23.39




...• ............ 31.75 8235-Bryant, Charles _ 
-8  06
8318-Buhler, Loyd E
6784-Armstrong, Robert B. Jr. 
6785-Armstrong, Robert Benton_ 
8825-Ashby, Cynthia • 
6977-Baker, James E.
7055-Bard, William R. &
Michael Mobley 
36.70
7069-Barker, Jim L 
.714.77
7091-Barnett, By Lee  
30.96
7186-Barto, Oscar C. 
7  02




7212-Baylor, BMy . 
772
7296-Bean, Dennis W 
10.79
7299-Bean, Robert O. 
 .10.09












7449-Beran, David A. 
7  36






7480-Bev ins, Bud J.
7556-Birdsong, Troy &
Joe C. Birdsong .




















7606-Blackburn, Robert J. 
,, .11.05




16402 Dietz, Jack L. 
it








10531-Dorris, Luther J .. :,
.........1,.... •  7.02
10556-Douglas, Duane 
. 29.88.....1  
10575-Dowdy and Hanka Motor
 Sales:. - 13.61
10601-Downey, Buford 
 169.68r 
10610-Downs, Ed , 
10631-Drake, Gordon E 
8067
10658-Duke, Marvin J. 1
 iii .8.06
10662-Duke, W. E.
7.02 13656-Hooks, Kelsie "---
































11000-Elkins, Car Jr. 
 131.86
11006-Elkins, D rell 
...,  14.18





11093-E is, William Stepher-





E-31-ieli, -Herman L or Judy










7765-Boggs, Burel  
, _ . 451.35





7838-Boulton, Charles L. 
155,14
7852-Bowden, Kenneth W 
 240.96
7860-Bowling, Neil Wesley 
8  45
7862-Bowman, Michael S. 
24.76







7889-Boyd, Tony T. 
 14.18
7907-Bradre-y,-K.11.7i DeimigClartr
: - - 
7986-Brandon, Roger D. & Judith Pri
tchett 12.82
8003-Brantley, Alvie Roy 
 26.46
8006-Bratschi, A. G, or Dorothy 
, . 11.46































4316-Perkins, Thomas 9 
4394-Poe, Joseph D. Jr. 
3490-Ramsey, Richard A.
















c-O Gene Burgess 
111.83
5301-Starks, Bobby G. 
250.66
5353-Stockwell, Ralph & Bill,. 
186.99



























Bill No., Name •
6444-Adams. James E. & Linda
6493-Adcock, F.D.
6494-Aden, William H. & Mary
6503-Adsit, Glenn .






















6758-A ra nt, Felix
c-o Glenna Mae Arant
6759.Arant, Glenna Mae
5762-Argo, Harwood W. Jr.






c-oTruman Beane  .
8424-Butkeen, Paul & Ruby 
8456-Burkhart, Harry A.
8475-Burns, J. W.
8495-Burwell, Nancy A. & Roscoe C
.
8510-Butler, Claude D. 
8564-Bybee, Barry J.
 239.13 8604-C & H. Ag. Center Inc.
 9.31 8624-Cain, James H.
 43.19 8672-Camp, Barney W
160.98 86111-Camgtlell,Beacher  
 
8.87 8684-Campbell, Burton L. 
_
 73.50 8690-Campbell, Davis Jr. Dr
158.58 8692-Campbell, Frank
106.11 8710-Canfield, Leon J .
166.16 8711-Canfileld, Leon J.. 
................
177.60 8742-Carmody, Ronald C. 
8792-Carrico, Letcher 
8.87 8848-Carson, William R.
8.29 8857-Carter, Jerry L.
140.43 8897-Catet, Walter M 
70.81 8950-Chadwick, Jerry'
.26.06 8956-Chamberlain, Clarence
34.60 9034-Cherry, Gerald D. 
15.68 9134-Clark, James L. - 
143.28 9137-Clark, John L.











9511-Conyer, Donald D. or/
Thomas L.





9594-Cooper, James P. Jr.
9674-Costello, Jimmie
. 11.46 9680-(othern, John
7.36 9720-Coutts, David M.
40.10 9711-Coutts, Margaret
9759-Crank, Marjorie
9.42 971 Crass, Larry Joe
. .6.69 97 Crauswell, Bruce







. 7.02 10081-Currin, Jarne 
A.
I0093-Cutler, Steve K.
18.97, 10095-Da bbs, Gait,
111.72 10162-Darnell, James
 Lee
175.44 10205-Da ughtery, Wi
lliam D. di Jackie,
-16.91 10219-Davidson, Georg
e
130.88 10223-Davis, C. A.
8.06 10228-Davis, Donald L.





























































































9  4211269-Everhart, Virgi
l M
11327-Fannard, Len










11448 Ferguson, H. W. 
 57.16
11467-Ferkan, Martha S 
 21.00
11472-Ferris, James W 
18.97
1.1473-Ferris, James W 
 . .8.06
• I1485-Finley, Orne & Alma .
 
9  38'-
11486-Finley, Patrick M 
6  69
.1l508-Fish, 'RI E. _ __.* •





11565-Foglernan, John W.  
-
11569---Foley, Otha Franklin 
11573-Falwell, William P. 




. :1665-Fox, John W. 

























47 50 _ — • _
..012-Garland, Margie A.




12023-GarIand, Paul Wayne 
190.14s„
. 12024-Garland, Randall Gene 
  60.56
•-r110"27-Garland, Roy ... 
390.19
12028-Garland, Roy L. &
Jimmy Garland
12076-Gautney, Glenn R.
12125-Geur in, Jackie R.
12169-Gibson, John H 
, 12177-Gifford, Riva Dell
12258-Goheen, Emily
12272-Gonzalez, Roberto di Marie
12273;G'onzalez, Roberto & Marie
12301-Goodwin, Russell A.
12304-Gordon, Earl L.
12355-Grantham, Albert R. & Effie
12364-Graves, Richard E.
12365-Graves. Richard E.
12384-Gray, Donald & Billy Roney
 
12401-Gray, William G 
12.05
12426-Green, Kenneth.









12753-Ham, Donnie & jamigi
 Bishop
12771-Hamman, Allen fti .
12779-Hampton, Emily



























13725-l4errma nn, David A.








































































15513-Iax, Richard E. 
806
15528-Leder, Claude P. 
 10.09







15641-Lewis, Charles C 
\  21:38
15646-Lewis, Fletcher D. 
'\10.79








15694-Lindner, Joseph J. 
103.14
13713-Hopkins, Ronald 






13768-Hosford, Keith Bryan Sr 
13781-Houk, Vivian D. • 
13782-Hounshell, Helen
13802-Houser, Gerald David
13839-Houston, Martha  
13888-Hoy, Douglas
13934-Hughes, Doris E.  - 
















  . 16.24
14060-Hutchins, John T 
 118.54
14075-Hutson, Joe M. & Sara. 
 128.76
14180-J BJ Corp. 
11.46
14251-Jacobson, Linda Star 
14313-Jeffries, William L 
, .9.42
14322-Jennings, James F 
I m  11.46
14328-J ettop, Opal & Ellis Wallter
 ---/ 15.55
14369-Johnson, Audrey- • 
i 6  69
14350-Johnson, Barry 
24.18
14351-Johnson, Bobby R 
 101.48
14352-Johnson, Bobby R. .  t ,
 92.63










1446I-Jones, Billy J. 
8  06




14571-Jones, James A. . 
 8.73






14643-Jones,,Paul David - 
115.56
14644-Jones, Paul David &
 Others  11
5.'78
14662-Jones, Robert B. .. 
.10.79
14679-Jones, Themes  
 101-A8--
14708-Jordon, J. Christine 
8.06
14728-J udk ins , Bobby- 
.40.86




14750-Karnavas, Gorge T. 
. .29.88
14760-Kassa, Jack J. 
..16.91
- 14795-Kelling, Rudy 
8.06
14800-Keener, Ha vey J. or George-B
eech  10.09
14801-Keeney, Edward M 
 8.73
14821-Keller, Ronald V. 
 8.67
14826-Kelly, Elmer J. 
6.69








15007-K imbro, Gerald Glen 
 ,8.06
15016-K imbro, Judith 




' 15659-King, Robert Arlos
c-oDarrell Bennett  
7311
15061-King, Walter 1-1 
 11.46
15109-Kirks, Romel J. 
 71.70









151204(night, David Earl 
 33.28
1$121-Knight, David Earl . 
1  44-WU!
15122-Kn4ght, David Earl 
 ,1 
15144-Knight, Thurman 
- --i- - -, - -
c-oRichard G. Knight 
  '36:70
, 1$158-Knuckles.-Bryce E. Jr 
  ----11.06
15159-Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr 
6  69






15247-Lafferty, Dan J. 
9  08
15274-Lamb, Dennis E - 
667
15330-Lancaster, Carlisle M. 
. 19.64


































106.46 15781-Lovan, William A. 
.7.36
7.72 15782-Love, Philip I.. 
7.72
8.02 1578.3-Loveall, Josep
h M. Jr. 7
.72
44.89 15785-1,ovelace, Gerald
17.26 15803:Lovett, Kenneth 
A. 
73
11.42 15849-Lowe, Kellie R. J
r.. 46.
9.42 15877-I.ucas, Jack D
. 7.




.12,33 - • 15940-Madden.
 John Liston 
12.82

















16038-Manning, J. H. 
33.97
16042-Manning, Michael E., 
230.66
180.15:Manning, Ronald E. 
12.82
16098-Marshall, Charles M. 
11.46 j
16112-Martin, Arthur I,. . 
12.48
16124-Martin, Harold B. & Julia 
8.73
16140-Ma ruschak, John Jr. 
10.79
16141-Maruschak,- John Jr. 
11.96
.64




16158-Mason, Robert S. 
10.04













16840-Miller, Herman W 
16864-Miller, Joseph C 





c-o Richard Milligan 
i9 16951
-Mills, Gerald W. 
'  71.47




















illiam A • ' I  1
21.94
09 - 17218-Morrison, Shelby
 166.28







17350-Mulkey, Arnold K  
'17461-Myers, CletulL. . 
1701:61yemlerry------"=-------
.... 191-Nance, Bob  









- 17689-Noble, Virgil 
)7745-Oakes, Robert
17785-Odom, Clayton 
30 • 17788-Ogle, Ronnie 
5.06 17844-Ordiway, Eld
pn
1.69 .17845-Ordiway, Virginia 
1.60 17848-Orgon, Wayne 




1.64 - 18105-Owens, Roy  
7.36 18107-Owens, Phylis
).40 18106-OwsleY, Barry 
5.46 18159-Parham, John 
1.42 18234-Parker, Robert 
1.75 18253-Parks, Anna  
1.01 18285-Parmly, Donald
5.73 18292-Parrish, Bobby .
1.06 18486-Peak, Kenneth .
1.09 18494-Pearson, Robert 
5.06 18527-Penrod, Bob
5.24 18543,-Perry, Arthur •
7.55 18562-Perry, Stan
18616-Phillips, Charles






2.82 18921-Pritchett, Bobby 
3.14 18948-Pritchett, Roger .. . .
8.39 18953-Privitt, Earl . _
7.36 18954-Proctor, Billie .




7.72 190654taines, Edmund 
 7.72
7.36 19066-Raines, Edmund 
i 8.73
7.36 19075-Rambo, Harvey 
33.69
















19253-Reid, Robert    
20.29
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Sheriff's Salt ..
(Csatiairod Frani Page II-1)
Elster R. 
_16989-Mitchell, Elster R.
' Mb-Mitchell, Harry J. ..-,...
--
170(1.Mitchell, Mary .
17166-Mitchell, Rob Lee 





































16324-McCarty, Evelyn A 
16329-McClanahn, Leroy 
16372-McClure, Maggie Mrs 
16374-McClure, Ohs J.
1637644cClure, Ossby 
16396-McCoy, Charles R 
16402-McCoy, Mike
16405-McCoy, Ramona
16568-McIntosh, Ronnie  
16575-McKee, William T 

























































































19093-Ramsey, Wilbur . .


















































































































20142-Scruggs, H. Gene 
20143-Scruggs, H. Gene
20150-Scull, A. H. 







































20627-Smith, J. W. 
20630-Smith, James Ed.,/


























20903-Staff ey, Charles D. 
130.82
20947-Starks, Bobby Or 
24.49
20948-Starks, Bobby G 19
.64














21119-Stogner, Robert B 
21141-Stone, Bobby Lee. 
21143-Stone, Charles R. & June
21165-Stone, Joe Pat
206-Strauss, Robert
-o Herbert Strauss Jr.
21253 tubblefield, James G
21325-Sutherland, Charles E 
 8.73
21335-Sweetwater Lake Inc .  
 9.42
21427-Tancrede, Donald T. Sgt. 
15.55
21430-Tanner, James . ...... 
9.42


















POLICE DEPARTMENT TOUR - Murray High School ninth and 10t
h graders from the
city school's Project Independence program recently visited the city
 police depart-
ment. Chief of Police Paul Jerry lee explained the communications sy
stems and finger-
printing department, showed the students confiscated drug paraphernali
a and
discussed other police business. Mrs. Margaret Brown, spons
or, accompanied the
group. Standing around Chief lee are, left to right, Tung Dinh, Kevin Col
e, Natalie Sim-
pson, Mark Hussung, Tracy Beyer, Doug Tutt, Dianna Duncan, Willi
am Smith, Mary Jane
Estes, Mary Ann Gordon, Art Lee, police dispatcher, and Russell Edwards.
Livestock
Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP - USDA
Cattle 1511. slaueter steers and heifers
steady, , cows steady, hulls 100 higher•
laughter calves and toady
feeders 2.00-443 lower .
Slaughter steers choice 00-11115 lb 70 GO-
73 20: mixed good sod choice 935-1120 lb
66.040.10, good 1061300 lb 65.00 00.
Slaughter heifers choice 03060 lb 0.0-
7210. mixed good and choice 1077 lb 0 IC
Slaughter cows utdity and ccaunercial
51 10-66.01; hie dressing utility 26.00.
0 10. cutler 47.043.411; canner and cutter
under 100 lb 42.06-4710.
Slaueter W16131114740 lb 70 00-730. I-
t 100-3060 lb 10.00-71.011: 5B 00-61 72.
Slaughter calves and vealers choice 250,-
310 lb vealerk 94 01611111.00. choice 310-422 lb
,mives 75 0016 OD feeder steers choice 34°-
400 lb 90 0047 00. 400.660 lb 15 00-01 50. 200-
650 lb 75 0012 00 750-650 lb 70 00-70 90
mused good and choice 3.50603 lb 75 00-
05 00. 506650 lb 0 013-0 00 6501150 lb
63 00-70 OD. good 350450 lb 60 00-75 M.
heifers choice 300-500 lb 70.0045 00, 500-720
lb 62 00-70.00, mixed good and choice 300.
500 lb 60 70-70 00.
Hogs 500, !farrows and gilts 200-2.25
higher, 1-2 200-20 lb 44 20-46 65, 200240 lb
4600-46 30. 230-00 lb 45.50-4600. 28005 lb
44 60; sews 75-1 03 higher; 1-330-372
lb 39 75, 375.420 lb 40 72-41.75; 425-472
lb 41./5-42.75. 472-725 lb 42 7643 75; Doan
over 300 lb 36.0017.00.
Sheep 26. slaughter Iambs steady;
slaughter lambs choice and prunt 107 lb
6500
This column is designed to report on the activities and positions of the 
candidates in the various statewide races in
this May's primary election. Mono of the items contained in the column co
me directly from the candidate or his or h
er
staff.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Below are
schedules for the week of
appearancnes for candidates
in Kentucky's gubernatorial
• -campaign. Some schedules
, are incomplete and some
events subject to change.




-Monday, April 2: 7 p.m.
open house, Drawbridge Inn,
Clinton County.
-Tuesday, April 3: Noon,
Lions Club, Henderson; 7:30





Meeting with United Mine
Workers President Arnold
Miller, vice president Sam
Church, to discuss UMW's
endorsement, Washington,
D.C.; 7 p.m. Association of
General . Contractors,
ExeciAive ,4 Inn East,
- :-,-Thursday, April 5: _9 a.m.
Kentucky Association of
806— School Administrators,






9  42 morning, Kentucky Chamber
886 of . Commerce All-Kentucky
---10'.79 Cities Awards, Blue Grass
21718-Thorn, ThOmiTh7r. 
87.84
21748-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr. 
10.09
21749-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr. 9
  27
21754-Thornton, Elmo E  *HO
21768-Thornberry, Elwyn
c-pPerry Nelson .., 
21827-Tichvell,Hayes
• c-oHayes Save Way '
21856-Timmel, Elizabeth  _30.99







22112-Tumiloivics, Mike  
14.18
22117-Turley, Ddythel 184.55
22158-Turner, Kenneth T. 395.85
22173-Turner, 'Way 9
.42'
22220-Udey, Irene Mrs. 33.28
22221-Udgy, Irene Mrs. 40.10
22222-Utley, Irene Mrs-___ •23.06
22230-Underhill, Donnie •  53.74
22318-Vance, Jerry 441.34
22334-Vanderhoff, Thomas M. 9.42
22353-Vaughn, David E.  74".20
22377-Venice, Joseph J. 53
.74
22440-Wagner,Char1es H. 45.56
22477-Walker, Ancil L. • 870
22495-Walker, Franklin 58.53
22514-Walker, James R 942
22515-Walker, James W. 13
.51
22522-Walker, John R. " 9  42
22563-Wallace, Farris  
.72
22623-Walters, Joel W.  7-16
22626-Ward, Alan •  7.36
22680-Warren;  A Jay • 54.43
22700-Warren, Willard  8.06
24).,9-Nyasher, Jeanetta 
  12.15 22716-Washington, Frances  
6.69
 _ 8198 • 22778-Watts, William 
 8.73
40.10 22786-Weaks, William M •
29.88
702 22803-Weaver, Lindsay A• 
 9.42
22806-Webb, Austin B. 
14.18
22809-Webb, Doyle M 199.49
22810-Webb, Doyle M. 483.40
22828-Wejl in gS, Benjamin .E.  736
22834-Welts, Billy  
167.32
22892-West, James  "
•4 9,42
22946-Whee1er, Oynaul J . 
22947-Wheeler, OnyaulJ. 8.06
22995-White, Jimmy 7.36
/3069-Wilburn, 0.E. Jr.. • 29.88
21082-Wiler, Shirley S. . 8.01
23093-Wilhoit, Thomas  9.75










Steak & Alr'170ritville; 5:30
p.m. Kentucky Chamber of
942 Commerce candidates'
reception, Blue Grass Con-
8  06 verttion Center, Louisville.
-Friday, April 6: Office
during day; 6 p.m. fund
raiser, Executive Inn,
Louisville.
-Saturday, April 7: 11 a.m.
Kentucky Transportation
Engineers, Holiday Inn North,
Lexington; 6 p.m. hometown
barbecue, Hiipkinsville.
-Mond:ROWN, April 2: 11 a.m.
news conference, Ashland;
12:20 p.m. news conference,
Greater Cincinnati Airport,
1:30 p.m. news conference,
( Hyatt, Lexington.





Holiday Inn, Murray; 12:50
p.m. news conference,
Owenstipro; 1:50 p.m. news
conference, Hopkinsville; •3
p.m. news conference,
Bowling Green; 3:45 p.m. to_
magistrates meeting Beech
'Bend Park, BOwling Green. _
Rest of week pending.
HUBBARD








1:30 p.m. KYANA Division,
Dairymen, Inc., 3941 Buechel







and Jefferson counties; 9 a.m.
courthouse, Bardstown; 11:30
a.m. courthouv. Springfield;
3 p.n. courthouse,- Hodgea-
vine- 5:30 p.m. reception,
uet, Kentucky Chamber
o Commerce, Blue Grass
onvention Center, Louisville.
• -Friday, April 6: Grayson,
Breckinridge, Meade, Jef-




Irvington; 2-30 p.m. cour-
thouse, Brandenburg; 6:30
p.m. reception, home of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Trager,
3006 Rexford Way, Louisville.
-Saturday, April 7:
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman.
Graves, ,Fulton counties; 8
a.m. courthouse, Wickliffe;
9:30 a.m. courthouse, Bard-
well; 11 a.m. courthouse,
Clinton; 1 p.m. Lions Club






























. /1702-Wyatt, (lien E..
/3734-Wynn, Jerry Lee .


































campaign in downtown Hick-
man; 4:30 p.m. campaign
'downtown Fulton.
McBRAYER
-Alonday; April 2: 8 p.m.
rally, West Hall, Kerttucl -
Fair & Exposition , Center,
Louisville. .
-Tuesday, April 3: 9 a.m.
Kentucky 'Soft brink
Association, Hyatt,'
Lexington; 6:45 p.m. Franklin
County fund raiser, Stagg
Distillery Clubhouse, Frank-
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (Al') -
Sometimes you can't even sell






With business sagging at his
huge parking lot, he dropped
his daily price to 10 cents, an
"unusually low charge for
downtown drivers who
generally shell out $1 and up.
But it didn't help a bit.
"I got some signs that are 8
feet Rornine said.
"Why I'm not getting any
business I just don't know."
fort; 7:) p.m. magistrates
convent. , Bowling Ureen.
-Wed esday, April 4:
Daviess C unty activities.
T=Thur ay, April 5; Noon,'
Kentudiy Asroclatron- - of -
School dministrators,
Louisville; I 6 p.m. Kentucky
Chamber o Commerce, Blue
Grass Co vention Center,
Pril 6: Saturday,
April 7 filming com-
mercials, vaijous locations.
Schedules or other can-
didates were hot available at
presstime.
Hog Market
Federal-.State Mariss\t News Service
Apr02, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buridg Stations
Receipts Act 1067 Est. 350 Barrows &
Gilts steady 25 higher Sows 1.00-I 50
higher
US 1-2200-23011w.
US 2 2C0-240 Its
US 2-3 240-250112s 
US 2-11 260.21011w 
Sows
US 1-2270-35011w.
US 1-3 300-450 1W
US 1-3 450-600 lbe
US 1-3 500-650 lb.;
US 2-3 3013-500 lb 
















'You get french fries, cole slaw,
hush puppies and
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Brown Entry Shakes Up Field In Governor's Race
An AP News Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
kassenned Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The plain
fact is that with the entry of John Y.
Brown Jr. into the Democratic race for
governor, nobody really has a solid idea
of trends for the six major candidates.
Does the millionaire businessman
and promoter really have a chance this
late in the game, even with his cam-
paign money and instant recognition?
He has no organization, a key factor
in any primary. He lacks the rudiments
I a voter base and built-in iden-
tification and image. He is totally new
at the task.
On the other hand, Brown has faith in
his destiny and perhaps charisma for
part of the electorate.
And in his professional poll of Ken-
tuckians' political sentiment, he must
have detected some factors that,
against all tradition, could, in his
estimation, vault him to victory May 29.
Is Terry McBrayer, the presumed
ackninistration-fa voted candidate,
really in better shape than observers
have been saying despite Brown's
candidacy?
It is reported that McBrayer led in
Brown's telephone survey, which if true
would be the first time the former state
commerce commissioner has over-
taken U. Gov. Thelma Stovall, who has
been the consistent frontrunner.
McBrayer is proceeding as_ though
Brown had not upset the political ap-
plecart. And McBrayer is believed to
have' by far the strongest and most
irvidespread organization of all the
contenders.
Is Mrs. Stovall actually still leader of
the Democratic pack, gaining the most
indirect benefit from Brown's can-
didacy because her devoted following is
least likely to break away? -
The lieutenant governor probably is
the candidate who most prefers a
splintered field. Because of a sunilar
situation in 1975, she won. .
Is former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane a victim of Brown's candidacy
or is his following, especially in the
Louisville area, flexible enough to
weather the attraction of another new
face like Brown?
Sloane has methodically carried out •
his campaign plans despite snickers
from political cynics who do not believe
he can cope with the rough and tumble
tactics of a statewide election.
The wealthy physician, partly
Hearst And Shaw Marry
By SUSAN AGER
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO NAP) —
Newlyweds Patricia Hearst
and Bernard- Shaw, her for-
mer bodyguard, are
ohoneymooning today in a
Mt VIP'
DERBY DAY PARADE — These twO units, from AOP
i (top) and ADPi (bottom), were
among the more than 50 in Sigma Chi fraternity's D
erby Day parade here Saturday.
Following the parade, the traditional series of team
 events between sorpritises and
women's residence halls were held on the cam-pus. 
Proceeds of_the.Oents go to
Wallace Village in Broomfield, Colo., the Sigma Chi 
service project. The center treats
children With minimal brain damage. Staff Photos
 By Gene McCutcheon
secret spot aftei a gala
wedding that capped five
years of national attention for
the kidnapped coed turned
convict.
The couple boarded a
private Lockheed jet Sunday
I '
night, hours after a double-
ring Episcopalian- ceremony
in a flower-bedecked chapel
on the Treasure Island naval
base in San Francisco Bay.
"I've never seen Patty so
happy. Don't you think it's
IIIIIIverwowil
Sunday
about time?" said Janey
Jimenez, a federal marshal
who befriended Miss Hearst •
during her bank robbery trial.
Ms. Jimenez was one of
more than 300 guests at the
midafternoon wedding under
cloudless skies. The ceremony
came two months to the day
after Miss Hearst, 25, was
released from federal prison
on a presidential commutation
of her seven-year sentence.
- The_ guests, many in ex-
pensive furs, crowded the
simple chapel for ' the
traditional ceremony, which
began with the wedding
march and ended with "I do."
But no rice was thrown and
through walking around much of the
state, has achieved the status of serious
contestant whose platform was erected
long before most rivals.
Is state Auditor George Atkins, ex-
tremely weak in places like the
Louisville area, a Brown beneficiary
because of further fragmenting of the
governor's race?
Atkins, one of the two vocal anti-
administration critics, is continuing a
vigorcass drive in spite of recurring
rumors that he might team up in some
way with either Sloane or Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, another bitter foe of
Gov. Julian Carroll.
And Hubbard has played 'down
Brown's role, declaring he does not see
how the millionaire can make much of
an electoral impression.
Hubbard, who also got into the fray
late, has a reputation of a stretch
runner politically and professes not to
be dismayed by the fact that his fund-
raising or routine political groundwork
has not yet matched those of some
opponents.
Until further soundings of voters by
polls — and all surveys have margins of
error that could be fatal in a race where
a plurality seems inevitable — it seems






associate professor of English
at Murray State University,
recently presented two papers
at a, joint meeting of the
Conference on English
'Education and the Secondary
English Section of the
National Council of Teachers
of English in Pittsburgh, Pa.
One of his papers entitled
"Approaches to -Diagnosis in
Writing" was a report on
promising research in
diagnosis of student writing
problems. It assessed the
limited usefulness of existing
sfandandized writing tests and
saggested the potential
,useftape..ss_ of error analysis„a
technique based upon findings--
in the teaching of English as a
second language.
Another area discussed in
the report was that of protocol
analyils, a method of studying
vests said neither the couple 4aisi__a _writer composes, as
nor their. ratliates-stiect any1j Tit-Wtarthe writer says. --
tears. • Duke's second presentation
Shaw, 33, is a divorced San was part of a colloquy on the
Francisco police officer who preparation of English
met his bride while teachers. Among the topics
-moonlighting as her aadressed in his presentatioa.
bodyguard and proposed while- were state certificitIon
she was behind bars. She has mg wrements,
 particularly in
decided to keep her own Kentucky,. selection of
surname while adding his — coverating teachers in public
Patricia Hearst Shaw. sclools, screening of potential'
The bride stepped_fron ttac_he_rs - for emptionat,
polished black limousine,. to stability and academic skills,
the applause of spectators sod commu
nication between
ffowded around the chapel _Es,ghsh and_  education
with nearly 100 reporters and departments at tusiversity and_
photographers who were-- .secondary school
barred from the ceremony Duke joined the faculty at
and reception. - . Murray State in 1978.
The bride, smiling broadly,
said nothing to reporters who
shouted questions at her But
her mother, Catherine, said
after the ceremony: "it was.
wonderful. I've waited five
years for4t.
- new- Mrs. Shaw_wore.4.....
bare-shouldered white gown-of''
silk organza, satin and French
lace. Around her neck bung an
heirloom from her grand-
mother — a white gold and
diamond pendant on a strand
of pearls. She carried a lily-of-
the-valley bouquett
The mustachioed Shaw wore
black tails, satin-striped
trousers and a striped cravat.
While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up -on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you'iT goneJou also—fieedn't
mjss all the hometown news-.' You're busi-
ness is important to us and we can othang-e
our schedule to fit your vacation negds.
We can send the paper to you or,,save them
for your return.-And, if you want us to stop
and're-start it, we can do that too :We are a
service and we want your business.
Just ten your carrier or call 753-1916 •
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
Milherray Ledger & Times
Want the look of an heirloom?
Use Ethan Allen adaptations.
The most important single
contribution of the William, and
Mary period —.the easy chair
&with "wings" to ward off
'drafts. Today you can
accent Ethan Allen's wing
chair with the gooseneck
arm chair — a work of art
with its graceful, curving
_arms. Faithful
adaptations from Ethan
Allen, so you can have the
exquisite grace of period
styles at affordable prie,es.
-
Come on over to our house..
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING 'TIL 8.
Convenient Terms ... FreiiDelivery
NITEI) HOME FURNISAINGS
ETHAN ALLEN FuRNituRE
114 North third St. Poducoh, Ky.
•
Phone 4422769 -or 44-4-6257
Here's the scoop.
The offer's good right now at any
participating Burger Queen restaurant dis
playing the








WASHINGTON 1AP - A
showdown is nearing in the
House over a bill that would
let the government borrow
more money, some of it to help
cover $7.5 _billion in Social
Security checks already in the
mails.
The debt limit measure has
been held up by disagreement
over a proposed amendment
to require a balanced federal
budget.
A vote on the bill - this
year's first major battle over
deficit spending - was ex-
pected • today - when
Republicans try to bring up a
stringent balanced budget
amendment
The old debt limit of $798
taillionexpired Saturday,
throwing the government into
a fiscal crisis and raising the
possibility that there might
not be enough money to cover
Social Security checks
scheduled for delivery
Tuesday to 35 million
Fish Fry Parade
Slated April 27
The grand parade of the 16th
annual World's Biggest Fish
Fry at Paris, r Tenn., will be
Friday, April 27. The official
parade theme will be "Paris-
Henry County - Gateway to
Kentucky Lake."
The Fish Fry's goal this
year, as in previous years, is
to promote Paris and Henry
County as both a vacation spot
and residential area.
All interested organizations
In-the area are invited to




parade may be directed to





WICK LIFFE, Ky; ZAP) - A
western Kentucky pulp and
. paper mill is_ _Vending about
$18 million to be alite to burn
sawdust and tree bait Instead
of natural gas and fuel oil.
Boilers that, will handle the
waste are to be in use by
September, and they will burn
1,000 tons of sawdust and bark
a day, according to Anthony
--Afiltroski, manager of the,-
Westvaco Corp. plant at 
Wickliffe. ,
The mill, located just south
of the Ballard County seat on
U.S. 51, will get about 300 tons
of the new fuel daily from its
own leftovers. It will buy the
rest from sawmills or other
sources in Kentucky and.
adjoining states; creating a
substantial new by-product
market for the logging in-
dustry. ' t
"In addition to replacing oil
and gia, both of which are
becoming "expensive and
scarce, we will be able to use
:sordethiing which has simply
been', going to waste,'
AndrOskisaid.
Sa'wdust usually lies around
sawmills until it rots; bark
stripped from sawlogs or
removed in slabs has also had
little commercial value.
And reliance on a com-
monplace and easily ob-
tainable material will give
Westvaco more energy in-
dependence, Androski said.




The new system will
produce 300,000 pouunds of the
'700,000 pounds of isteam
Westvaco uses hourly in the
winter. The steam is
pressurized for Use in
manufacturing fine-grade
paper at the plant, which
employs about 500 persons.
The boiler is about 80 feet
tall, and the building that will,
blouse it rises more than 12
stories. The equipment
required for environmental
protection is- costing $9
million, Androski said.• 
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ficials have refused to say asked to r
emain anonymous,
Flatly that there won't be raised the 
possibility of the
enough money in government governmen
t being able to pay
accounts to back the Social its mos
t pressing bills by
Security checks. shifting av
ailable funds from
But a department statement accounts whe
re they were not
said _that without an inerease urgently 
needed to those
in the debt limit, "the where the nee
d was greater.
Treasury will be unable to Democrat
ic leaders were
nieet its —obligations on counting
 on the prospect of the
government not being able 
to
pay its bills to help pr
essure
Republicans into passing the
bill without the amendment
.





delay enactment of the bill
and force the government 
to'
begin defaulting on i
ts




three-fifths majorities in both
houses of Congress to.raise the
debt limit to pay for un-
balanced federal budgets
starting with fiscal 1981, the
budget year beginning Oct. 1,
1980.
A nearly identical amen-
dment, sponsored by Sens.
Bob Dole, R-Kan., and
William Armstrong, R-Colo.,
was 'defeated by only two
votes in the Senate last week.
The Democrats say a milder
balanced budget amendment
approved by the Senate is
sufficient to move Congress
toward ending deficit spen-
ding by fiscal 1981.
The Democratic-supported
amendment, approved by the




mittees to offer balanced
budgets for fiscal 1981 and
fiscal 1982.
.The debt limit bill would
raise the government's
temporary borrowing
authority from $798 billion to
$830 billion throujp Sept. 30.
In other action today, a
Senate consumer sub-
committee was opening
hearings on whether certain
hair dryers containing
asbestos might pose a cancer
risk, and California Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. was to
testify before a House sub-
committee on the Sohio
pipeline project to carry
Alaska oil from California to
Texas.
AUTO SERVICE CENTER









































5 t 14s fi°
QUALITY RETREADS
choose trefeliTtTe:14'
or TO8-14 bloc kWall,
Plue328 to 414 FET per
tire No trade needed
Includes up to five burls
flaw brand IQ4 30 oil
Uaaluter ',Trail needed
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARIS
• Chassis lubrication and oil Ora-rine • Includes
• Fully inspected casings • Duality
workmanship ir Antioxidant protected










Blackwell plus 31: ^Se FET per lire
No tPade needed








Group 22r with each
• Large capacity
plates for the kind
Of power Cl? needs





Ask for Ow Free Battery Power Check
Hurry ... Sale Ends Fri. Night
FREE INSTALLATION
HELPS GET YOUR CAR
READY FOR SUMMER DRIVING
. Dismiitint two winter lima!_a_r0 -
remount two regular fires (autos
Only) • Computer balance those
two wheels • Inspect othertires
Offer 'ROTH April 16 and ch
eck air pressure • Provide









tl V tle c irts 1
Computer
LIFETIME• LIMITED WARRANTY
Not vatrd If tires are demounted
'As long as you, the original 
pur-
chaser own the tires, you're entitl
ed
to a free tire rotation and wheel
 bal-




HELPS PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
• Drain and ,eptace transm.ss.On Il
u.d
• Install new .pan gasket • Replace
transmiSSiors Idler when equipped •
Adjust linkage and lAndS where appii-
cable • "Most U S. Oars. some "DOHS





HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER






pack b:artogs• 'chek calipers pa
ckfroni0eeongs:•nsTecl
and hydraulic System a
dd fluid hydrawl.c system
(Doe/ not include rear wheel 
Ser-










Use any of- these 7 other
ways to buy-Otir Own Cus-
tomer.Gredit Plan • Master •
Charge • Visa • American
Express Card • Carte
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The funeral for Ciatus M.
Guthrie. of Murray Route 1
was held Sunday at 330 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. d. Burpoe of-
ficiating and the music and
song service by the choir of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with Tommy Scott as
leader and Mrs. Scott as
organist.
Active pallbearers were
James Key, Eugene Jones,
James Howard Kuykendall,
Raymond Crawford, Lake





Jones, W. T. Wilson, and Otto
Parks, members of his Sunday
School class at Sinking
Spring; Luther Downs, Buel
Downey, Roy D. Hartsfield,
Ora Lee Elkins. and Brent
Manning, deacons At .Grace
Baptist Church. -
Burial was in the Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Guthrie, 88, died Friday
at 6:50 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. A
retired farmer, he was a
member of the Sinking Spring
Church where he had served
as a deacon for 55 years. Born
March 24, 1891, in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late Booker Guthrie and Rosie
Jetton Guthrie.
- Survivors include-his wife,
Mrs. Jenny Beiman Guthrie,.
to whom he was married on
Jan, 14...1912; two sons, Ortis
Guthrie, 1610 Magnolia,
Murray; and Fred B. Guthrie,
Cape- Coral;-Fla. two sisters,'
Mrt. Lillie Chambers and
Mrs. Mary Ridings, Murray;







Mrs. Martha Osborn, native
of Calloway County, died
Friday at 4:30 p.m. at the
-NRE Nursing Home,
Paducah. She was 80 years of





brother, A. B. Jeffrey, Paris,
Tenn.; .one granddaughter,
Beverly Adkins, Paducah.
The funeral was held this
morning at 11 o'clock at the
chapel of the+indsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Harold Council officiating.
Pallbearers were Boyd
Jones, Kenneth Snow, Marlin
Harris, Noah Adkins, Jr.,
Wilburn L. Adkins, and Noah
Adkins, Sr. Burial was in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery near





brother of Mrs. Hattie
Thompson Lovett of Hazel,
died Thursday at the Henry
County General------
Parts, Tenn. He was 84 years
of age and a resident of Paris,
Tenn.
He was a member of the
East Wood Church of Christ
and Paris Masonic Lodge 1108-
and was a Shriner. Born June
Herm/ County,
Tenn., he s the son of the
late Dick .William Thompson
and Matronia Ann Smith
Thompson.
'Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. blue Flowers Thompson,
to whom he was married on
Nov. 14, 1972; two sisters, Mrs.




He was preceded in death by
four sisters, Mrs. Inez Moody,
- Mrs.  Payne, 
Miss Ora
era
Chilcutt, and one brother,
James E. (Mickey) Cochran Albert Thompson.
died Saturday at &le-pm-at- The -funeral_ _was, -held
- the -CGrignunitY- ---H0sPsital. Saturda
y at 3:30 p.m.. at the
Mayfield. He was 67 years of chapel of the,McEyoy Funer
al
age and a resident-of Mayfield Home, Parlg. Tenn., with W.
Route 1. - Heflin 'and WOo
dward
Mr. , Cochran, a retired—A-datris officiating. Burial was
carpenter, was a• veteran-tit- in the Hillcrest Cemetery
Where Masonic rites were_ •
Rites On Tuesday
World War II, former band
leader of the Blue Rollers
Band, and member of Far-
mington Lodge'. 3,82 Free
and Accepted Masons,
Veterans of Foreign Wars,
and 'Disabled American
Veterans, serving as district
commander of the latter in
1972-73. .
Born Dec. 27, 1911. he was
the son of the late Alma
Cochran and Hester Usher
Cochran.
Mr. Cochran is survived by
his wife. Mrs. Charlotte Woods
Cochran, Mayfield Route 1;
two daughters, Mrs. Ronnie
(Levon) Stokes,- Mayfield
Route IT-and Mrs.. Bob
(Martha) Kemp, Murray
Route 7; one son, James
Woods, Mayfield Route 1;
-three-grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday: at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev..
Alfred Taylor officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Jim Baer, Jess Pritchard,
Bobby Vinson, Bob Lawson,
Luster Alexander, and Haorld
Shultz. Honorary pallbearers
%yin be Hub Cope, Henry
Morris, David Webb, Melburn
Nichols James Webb, James
— Sanders, Paul Henson, and
David Mc_Clure. Burial will
follow in the • Farmington
Cemetery.
Friends may call olit the
funeral home where Masonic




Final riles for Jewell 0.
Evans were held Saturday at
10 a.m at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Herne
with the-Rev. Dr,. Itivid C.
Reos officiating:
Pallbearers were Perry
Devitt, Dr. Ralph Slow, 14ilten
Hale, Steve Yarbrough, Olin.
Moore, and Jimmy. Suite.
Entombment was in the
Mufray Mausoleum.
Mr Evans, 70, died Thur-
sdayabt the Westview Nursing
Home He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Uidine Willoughby
Evans, 911 North lath Street,
Murray, and two nieces.
- Thompson, aria Ws.
conducted.
Pallbearers were Balton
Vaughn, Donald Durst, litte
Thompson. Eugene chilcutt,





Funeral services for Har-
mon Whitnell were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Daniel Tucker and the Rev,
Robert Farless ,officiating.
The music and song service
• was by the choir of the-Mars-
tin's Chapel United Methodist
Church, where he was, a
member, with Ralph
Robertson as leader and
Ricky Cunningm as pianist.
Active pallbearers were
Eunice Henry, David Bynum
Steve Robertson, • Pat
Robertson, Rey Vaughan. and
Bill Burnley. The hOnorary
pallbearers were mmbers of
the Murray Civitan Club of
which Mr. Whitnell was a
member. Burial was in the
Martin's Chapelcemetery. •
Mr. Whitnell, 66, died
Friday --at 9 a.m. while trim-
ming .trets at the hoe of his
aunt. Mrs. Mary Ridings. He
was agent for Standard Oil
here for 17 years, and since his
semi-retirement was em-
ployed parttime at the Peoples
Bank of Murray.
Sur.vivors include his wife,
Mrs. Hilda' Gargus Whitnell,
to.-whom he was married on
April., 22, 1933; one son,
Charles Robert Whitnell and
wife, Faye, and three gran-
dchildren, Lori, Chuck, and.
Bart Whitnell. Mayfield;
sister7Miss Frances Whitnell.
Murray; brother, Will Ed
Whitnell: Sam Rayburn,
-Texas; -foster brother. Joe
Edd Gibbs, Murray.
- -
"Use small appliances su
ch




toaster ovens instead of the




brother of Mrs. Mary
Edmonds of Kirksey, died
Saturday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 61 years of age
and a resident of Big Sandy,
Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lillian Adeline Freith
•Billington: one daughter, Mrs.
Edna Braden, ' California;
three sons, Jerry Barnes,
Florida, Michael Billington
and Robert Billington, both of
Big Sandy, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Mary' Edninnds,
Kirksey, and Mrs. Denny
Adams, Florida; two
brothers, Cotton and Charley
Billington, both of Bowling
Green. NON.
Tfie funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the Baker's
Chapel Church. Big Sandy:
with burial in the church
cemetery. The Stockdale-
Malin Funeral Home was in
charge of the arrangements.
Choking on food is the,
.seyenttgleading cause of death
in North America.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
CAIRO, Egypt ( AP) -
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin arrived to a
low-key welcome in Cairo
today as Arab foes of his peace
treaty with President Anwar
Sadat began punishing Egypt.
The Egyptian government
greeted the first Israeli prime
minister to visit their capital
with strict protocol and little
warmth. Vice President
Hosny• Mubarak headed the
welcoming party and Sadat
stayed home because Begin is




in the two-day referendum on
his plan to make Iran an
Islamic republic, but his
revolutionary regime ad-
mitted one ethriic minority
Was still fighting in the nor-
theast and trouble was




•new Islamic republic was read
voters endorsed the Islamic
republic.
NATIONAL
HARRISBURG, Pa. I AP) -
Nuclear engineers were en-
couraged today with the ap-
parent shrinking Of a poten-
tially explosive gas bubble in
the disabled- reactor at the
Three Mile Island nuclear
plant. Meanwhile, officials
firmed up contingency plans
for a precautionary
evacuation of about a million
'residents.
A spokesman for the utility
that runs Three Mile Island
said the bubble, made up of
hydrogen and. oxygen from
chemical decomposition in-
side the reactor core, was
measured at about 400 cubic
feet. In the five days since the
plant was disabled by a
cooling system failure, the
bubble has swelled as high as
- 1,800 cubic feet. In recent days
it averaged 600 feet.
MONROE, La. (AP) - Otto
Passman no longer holds the
office that was his for 30
years: he is ailing, deaf and












counts by attederal jury.
-Did tic,i#y -guilty? Did he
say guilt Passman asked
as the ieroict was read
 1
Sunday.
"No, Otto, he said 'Not
guilty," said defense attorney
Camille Graver.
The former congressman
jtunped to his feet like a
healthy young man, hugging
Gravel.
On trial in his home town for
more than four weeks,
Passman was accused of
conspiring to take as much as
$213,000 from Tongsun Park to
help the South Korean hang,
onto the post of sole agent of
U.S. rice sales to his country.
Stock Market
Prices al Sod of Luca. interest at
noon, EDT, today, turnel W
Ledger & Thule by First 19-119990Alli
Corp. of Murray , are ae
Industrial Ai erase 4.111
Air Products    rI4 -96
American ... 9 -4







General Our   . .
General Dynamics  33
General Motors ON -4




IBM  • 313% -2%
Pennwalt 31/4 +4.














bible Institute services will
begin at the Scotts Grove
Baptist Churc:i Wednesday,
April 4, and will continue with
services each evening
throughout the remainder of
the week. Services will begin
each evening at 7:30.
The visiting speakers will be
the Rev. Odis Shultz, the Rev.
Jimmy Allison, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and the Rev. Heyward
Roberts.
See Us For Your Home Loan














If you value getting asmuch car for your money .2s you can
 . .
Measure Dodge St.
against a Chevy Caprice
Sticker Priced S166 More
 Dodge  ,---  tkeify -1
St. Regis Caprice





dually adjustable 60/40 Front geats STD.
h Adjusta
ble height torsion bar front 'suspension STD.--,
,
N/A
High-strength aluminum bumpers S
TD.
Translucent retractable headlamp covers ---
,
' N/A_STD.





Electronic chime/tone reminder system
STD.


















Electronic digital clock"_ Optional
Optional
*Based on Nlanufacturers' Stig).4e.sre,i Retail Price
 comparis, ,11 of comparably equipped four-door mod
el
—LUXURY FEATURES STANDAR' )—TiTu511 indiv
idual 60/40 front seating, He carpeting, full instrumenta
tion, power
- steering and brakes, automatic tr.:-"mission. AD
VANCED ELECTRONICS STANDARD—engine eleO
rical diagnostic
connector, electronic roF.
- me/tone reminder system. BUILT SOLID—Unibody
construction, extensive use ()Icon-, ,,.1. 1-1.-resistant-gal
vanizeS7Ted, isolated torsion-bar front suspermion, pro
ven--471-ntSix or
optional V-8 power, big 15" wheel. rind radial-ply tire
s. OUTSTANDING OPTIONS,----choice of two air c
onditioning
Halogen high-beam headlamp system,
'Open Road Handling Package,
500-amp Long-Lite battery,
and much more.
systems redesigned to be 26% rm,re oficient
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Farm Energy Conservation Urged
Recent developments af-
fecting the world's oil supply
have prompted new talk of




reason for concern since
adequate fuel is essential to
operate their farms in
Producing food for Americans
and many other people of the
However, farmers are not
helplessin the face of shortage
reports • and higher prices,
accordint an agricultural
enginee energy specialist
. with the iversity of Ken-
- "tacky C ative Extension
---Eerviee. -
 'Larry er_says._fariner
can reallse'energy and money
saving&lat taking steps in the




A Weliriid t&gy use in
production agriculture is a
*nail portion of total U.S.
energy consumption, con-
servation of that energy is
desirable and will mean
economic benefits for in-
dividual farmers as energy
costs rise," says Turner.
Figures ',..show._ that tarn)._
Production accounts for about
three percent of total U.S.
energy use, while off-farm
aspects of the food industry —
procesSIng, transportation:.
wholesale-retail trade and
home storage and preparation 
account for 10 percent.
One of the most significant
energy uses is associated with
use of fertilizer, according to
Turner.
"The energy input
'associated . with fertilization
accounts for approximately 60
percent of the total energy
input for conventional
culture," he reports.
Turner stresses the im-
portance of soil testing to help
farmers maintain good fer-
tility, but insure against over-
fertilization.
Nitrogen is the major
energy user among fertilizers,
he notes, adding that if a
farmer is not fertilizing with
nitrogen there is little
potential for savings.
If nitrogen fertilizer is being
used--to improve grassland
production, the renovation
conservingprocess  l will 
soil 
according 
la betterardntnd getnjoebrgyo f





Fertilizer utilizes 55 times
more energy than pasture
renovation, Turner points out.
"'The development of a
grassland renovation seeder
enhances the capability of the
farmer to renovate
grassland," says Turner. He
explains that grassland
renovation with conventional
tillage and seeding im-
plements requires
significantly more fuel per
acre renovated than is
required will* the seeder.
turner Points out 'that feed
produced with a legume-gross
mixture is of higher quality
than that produced b _
nitrogen fertilization of'the
grass.
-The sbperior quality' of-
feed prodticed by renovating
to introduce clovor into the
fescue is . evidenced by
significantly better per-
formance of both cows and
calves," says Turner.
rolling Black Cutworm
With corn planting time
lipproaching,-farmers are';'
being alerted to the potential-
problem of black cutworm
damage to their crop.
Severe damage occurs in
the state every year, and the
pest can attack corn from the
time it is planted until plants
are about 24 inches tall, ac-
cording to David Foster,
Extefision entomologist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Fall plowed fields, with good
drainage, plahted early and
following a crop other than
soybeans, have the best
chances of escapiog cutworm
damage, says 6 the en-
tomologist.
Fields most frequently
damaged are on over-flow
Land or poorly drained growd,
have an abundance of surface
_litter at planting time.
produced soybeans last year,
have high populations of
winter annual plants, and are
planted later than normal.
If _a field has._a. his Of...
Cutworm damage or, fits,.
several of the conditions that
increase risk to the crap,
Foster says it often is ad- .
visable to apply a sOil in-
secticide at planting time.
"Recommended products for
controlling black cutworm
Another major energy use
on the farm is associated with
grain drying.
"It's tremendously im-
portant in crop drying that fan
sizes be matched to the size of
the bin," says Turner, adding
that it's also important that
bins be well-designed.
The Cooperative Extension
Service offers a free computer
program through local county
agricultural Extension agents
to help farmers with -drying
bins.
Of course, tractors and
other farm machinery use a
considerable amount of
energy consumed at the farm.
Turner says a savings of 8 to
10. -percent can be realized
when a tractor is properly
tuned. Adjusting the ballast on.
- rear wheel aEo can mean a
savings.
Equipment fuel costs also
can be saved by proper fuel
include I.orsban 4E, which--
recently received a label for
..preplarif incorporated ap-
plication at the rate of one
quart per acre, Lorsban 15G
and Mocap 15G and 6EC.
Application directions should
be followed _
Another approach to the
cutworm problem is. to plant.
without using a soil in-
secticide, relying on rescue
treatment insecticides later if
the pest causes trouble. Foster
says that this plan requires
scouting fields closely so that
cutworm activity can be
detected early and, if
necessary, treatment can be
applied in time to protect the
crop.
"It's a good idea to scout
fields regularly for cutwo-rm
infestations whether or not a
soil insecticide is applied at
planting time," says Foster.'
Rescue treatments should be
applied when damage is ap-,
parent on 3 percent of the
;tang and cutworms average
ess than an inch in length.
• _Your county Extension
agent for agriculture has
more information on con-
trolling black cutworm, in-
cluding recommended in-
secticides for use at planting
or later as rescue treatments,
rates and methods of ap-
plication.
Attention Farmers











State Line Road, Hazel, Ky.
Max& c;1!,,111 Parks, Ovolcr.
storage. Underground fuel
tanks lose less than one gallon
of fuel a month, according to
Turner. A white tank above
ground loses about six gallons
per month. If a pressure relief
valve is added to the tank, the
loss can be reduced to three
gallons. A shaded tank with
the valve gets the loss down to
about 1.3 gallons a month.
For comparison, a red tank
will lose 9 to 10 gallons per
month.
Energy use relative to
structures can be cut in such
areas as swine facilities. As an
example, Turner cites savings
of 8100 to $200 over a heating
season in farrowing houses
with proper ventilation. _
"Extension is working in all
these areas trying to help
farmers save energy and
money," says Turner. Energy
publications are available at
county Extension offices.
Farm Bureau Week Proclaimed
In base you haven't noticed, this
week (April 14) is Farm Bureau Week
in Kentucky. Gov. Julian Carroll
recerttly signed the proclamation
which recogniz-es the "worthwhile
programs and objectives" of the
All-New Lawn Tractors
Two models to-choose from. Th
e 8-hp 108 with 30-inch
mower .and the 11-hp 111 wit
h twin-blade 38-inch
mower. Both can accommodate 
a big 4-bushel rear
bagger that makes lawn care 
quidk and easy. Both
models feature a 5-speed tra
nsmistion, with
on-the-go shift convenientl
y located on'the right '
fender deck. Color-coded 
controls Adjustable,
_Contoured seat. And roomy oper
ator's area. Front






:n widths of 31 or 38
inches Tow one behind
your lawn tractor or rid




90 Days Same As Cash
T with apprffOeti
iii
state's largest farm organization.
Kentucky Farm Bureau President
Ray Mackey, left, and.Willard "Mutt"
Carroll, field services director, were




and 8.hp. Choose a
model with.3-speed or
5-speed transmission-,,
28-, 30- or 34-iriCti.,Ctit
Some models havevt
electric start, others















Seven power sizes —
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John Tucker, a farmer in the Kirksey area, examines how
well the corn stalk residue, plus fall seeded wheat, has
protected-IRS—field from severe erosion from the early
heavy rains. Here, Mr. Tucker plans to plant no-till
soybeans this spring.
tie
Inanother field, John Tucker examines wheat and no:till
soybean residue whichbva--.0-eitiiii the sOitsufface last fatt -
for winter protection. No-till corn Will be planted this
year.
Dollars, high grain yields, and valuable to
p soil washed
donw the drain in a form of soil erosio
n is a common
sight as you drive over Calloway Count
y.
Grain Farmers Lose
4zed610;e4 Valuable Top Soil
FARMERS!










We Will Be Closed-
Sat. & Sun.
Until Aug. 15th




Due to the past winter and
early heavy rains, a large
number of Calloway County
grain filrmers have lost
valuable top soil ccntaining
organic Matter in a form of
soil erosion, which means
reduced yields. These farms
are located on sloping
cropland where grain
producers practice continuous
conventional tillage by fall
plowing or chisel plowing,
alignment of grain rows are
up and down the slope, crop
- residues are not left on or near 
the soil surface, and grass
waterways are not honored.
John Tucker, farmer, who is
a cooperator with the
Calloway County Con-
servation District, has been
practicing minimum tillage
and no-till grain farthing for
several years. After talking
with Mr. Tucker a few
minutes it was-evidentthat he
is very conscious of holding
soils in place when he stated;
"We Must protect our soils
from erosion for .future
generations. I have two sons
and must consider What will
be left for them to farm and
also I have a responsibility to
the Lord in protecting the
soil."
Mr. Tucker Mentioned that
he knows of some areas in the
county where fertilizers have
been applied at maximum
rates for sever-al years under
continuous conventional
tillage for several years and
the average yield protection
has dropped due to the loss of
topsoil.
In the spring of 1973, Mr.
Tucker planted about 55 acres
of no-till corn in a fescue sod,
which was used for pasture on
the Max Hurt farm near
Kirksey. This field has been
Look At The Record
MILES FARM VARIETY TEST












ollowed by 25 other varieties
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY, ANNUAL SUMMARY, 
1977




o. 2—Pioneer Brand 3369A







This Year Plant Some Stewart SX-77
STEWART The best combination














From The Desk Of
Jean W. Clear
CountyYstension
Agent for Home Er.
For the last 20 years, the use
of naturla fibers-cotton, wool
arid silk — for apparel has
declined steadily.--Anost 70
percent of all fiber used in
apparel now is man-made.
Cotton and wool account for 30
percent and 1 percent of the
total fiber used in apparel
respectively.
Greater consumer demand,
stable supply and value, and
new developments and
refinements of existing fibers
have brought about this
dramatci shift. Natural fibers
alone simply could not meet
today's needs.
What are some of the
general characteristics that
have caused this switch in
demand?
- Man-made fibers offer you
cropped every year with the easy-care, which saves time
following rotation; a 2 year and labor. You can save
rotation of one ,year no-till energy too because of shorter
corn followed by wheat double drying cycles and less ironing.
cropped in no-tilled soybeans. And synthetics are durable;
A moldboard plow or chisel their extra strength means
plow has not been used in this your clothing will last longer.
field. Mr. Tucker mentioned, Rayon, acetate, nylon,
"When you walk over this
field, it's like walking on a
sponge cake compared to
other fields using a chisel
plow. They seem to have a
harder soil surface after
heavy rains."
During the 1978 drought
lieFe ill-Calloway County, Mr.
Tucker made 89 bushels of
corn per acre in the 55 acre no-
till field. In other fields near
by planted in conventional
corn, Mr,.. Tucker made 24
bushels of corn per acre..
Mr. Tuckernientioned-a few_
of the secrets of no-till corn for
this area are as follows: Do
not plant no-till corn too early
in the spring due to our hard-
pan soils hanging wet in the
spring, and the soil tern-
munities, is Dacthal. It should
be sprayed on the lawn at the
rate of about 3 pounds per
10,000 square feet. Dacthal is a
wettable powder that will
settle to the bottom, of your
hand sprayer if you do not
keep it agitated, so be sure to
bluegrass. where. meat cml_sbake the sprayer from time-
season grasses do not thrive in to time or you will get poor
midsummer.- In contrast, weed control. Generally
crabgrass spreads "like rainfall is needed within 3-4
wildfire" during July and days • after application to
August when temperatures activate the herbicide. Other
are in the 90's. Crabgrass herbicides that can be used
perature is less due to crop plants develop into cliturenps against crabgrass in
' this
_year_tbst._ conventional peen; 
- Pr
ground is ready to ouiit velure form roots at the_loints. After
Fall frosts, the clumps die,
retidde. Wait until be;c ostr MEtiner Include Tupersan,
Betasan and Azak. When
using any herbicide, beanie to
read-the label.
Crabgrass is shade sen-
sitive. That is why the best
bluegrass lawns are lawns
that are shaded. To further
pianting-,-ne-4111.-e019 t.'---V5te--Treiving ugly-bare spots where-
approved .inieetic_idea, anll _cool season weeds can thrive.
herbicides and be sure to Crabgrass germinates
apply at rates reconunended surprisingly early in the
per acre. - - on; about the time that
New Interest
acrylic and polyester — some
man-mades offer a great
variety for apparel, home
furnishing and industrial
applications. They can be
made to look like fur or wool
or silk. They can be sheer yet
quite strong. Or they can be
made to stretch, to hold
permanent pleats, or to be
flame retardant.
Natural fibers are only
available in the form that
nature provides them. They
cannot be drastically changed
or modified to add new
qualities, and even if they
could, it would add greatly to
the cost.
A good example of tailoring
of a man-made fiber is in the
case of carpet yarns. By
producing a yarn with a
special cross .section, carpets
show less soil and .dirt.
Finishes special chemical
treatments mixed into the
basic fiber solution can reduce
static or provide special
coloration effects.
Man-made fibers can be
extruded in different
thicknesses very fine for
hosiery; . very thick for tire
cord. They can be textured to







troublesome in - western
Kentucky lawns. We are in the
• transitior zone" for
seas
dogwood begins
- to bloom. You can control
crabgrass by spryaing at.this
time with a good
Rate Announced reemergence herbicide. The
most easily obtained herbicide
By Bergland
On March 21, 1979.
Secretary Bergland an-
nounced that a decision had
been made to increase the
interest rate on farm storage
facility leans to 10.5 per cent. P
The new interat rate of 10.5 .
percent will be in effect for all
-farm storage facility loan
applicatitiar filed at the ASCS —
office beginning March 22,_
1979. All loan applications on
file at the ASCS office prior to
March 22,-1979, will be
processed at 'the 7 percent
rate, which will be in effect for
the life of the loan.
The loan term -for farm
storage facility loans will
remain the same from -five to
eight years. Anyone having
any questions eoncerning the
Firm Storage Facility Loan




Farmers are reminded that
if they intend to sign up in the
set-aside program, they must
not pgsture their setaside land
after March 1 and the Cattle
are to remain off the land until
after August 31.
Any farmer who has not
signed in the set-aside
program should come by-the
ASCS Office and let them
explain the program to them
There may be benefits that the
farmer is not aware of.
•
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. —
The first practical cigarette-
making machine-was invented
by James Albert Bonsack in
1880. It produced 120,000
cigarettes a day, an output
equal to the production ef 40
exPeTt 'band Afters Modern
cigarette-making machines,
such as those used by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. at its
Whitaker Park manufacturing
complex, can produce over
4,000 cigarettes a minute.
-r this purpose, that is
liable in most com-
deter crabgrass, raise your
moving height for the \ sum-
mer. The shade Provided 'by
the taller :_gr ass will retard
crabgrass growth and will
keep the soil 'temperature
lower, thus favoring your
bluegrass of fescue turf.
to a sweater. They can be cut
into different lenghts making
them more suitable for
blending with other fibers.
Here are some o-f the
characteristics of some man-
made fibers:
—Rayon, produced from
wood pulp taken from trees,
-offers moisture absorption
and an unusual balance of
other functional and aesthetic
properties for use in apparel
and other applications.
— Acetate, another fiber
derived from wood pulp, of-
fers the required price-
performance ratio in apparel,
apparel linings and home
furnishings. It is the only fiber
used in cigarette filters where
its smoke removal efficiency
is unsurpassed.
—Nylon, a major invention
Just prior to World War II,
essentially, • revolutionized
many textiles, home fur-
nishing and industrial ap-
plications. In every instance,
the consumer has been given
better value in terms of price
and performance.
—Acrylic, a psot World War
II invention, is a soft, resilient
fiber offering Warmth
weithout weight. It moved
quickly into the sweater and
blanket markets; variations
of the original product have
maintained the place of this
fiber in the market.
—Polyester, introduced in
the early 1950's, has grown to
its prominent position among
man-made and natural fibers
because of its wide range of
superior fiber characteristics.
It has performed well in any







The way we see it.. you're not just our
customers.. .you're our friends. We know how im-
portant your farm is to you.. and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs. loans, management, or just a bit of






with the purchase-of 3 tons
of Supersweets' Conssentrate or
5 tons of SupersweeteComplete
Feed, Rhodes Mill of Cuba,
Will give you a coupon
for a free Ham. This
coupon is worth a free 3 Lb.
Bryans canned ham, redeemable












Rhodes Mill & Supply
































klock. The sired by
tested bull sale held at one Gate
 Bli.klock, bad a
Princeton, Ky. March 4 /365-day adj wei
ght of
An average price of &1,731.06 1,096 pounds.
 t
was paid, with the 66 Angus Another 
Any*, Stone Gate
and Polled Herefoirl,• bulls Evolution 
3, brobgh192750 —
bringing a total of; 9114,250. the second 
highest price of the
• - The bulls were consigned to sale. 
Broadbent Farms of
the sale kior breeders who are Cadiz bought
 the. bull from
.•participating in Kentucky's Ca
nnon Brothers of
: on-farm performalce testing Flemingsb
urg.
program. The 17 
Angus bulls at the
- "The record prices indicate sal
e averaged $2,110.29.
a- very strong de nd for— Top-s
elling Polledilereford
'good, young bulls t is spring, sold for 
$2,500, a bail-offered
and a relatively stnall sup-  by Hansel
l Pile 8c,_ Sons of
. ply," says Russell ',BreDahl, , Cecilia 
and bought by.Wendell
Extension special‘st 1-in the Nixon 
of' Tompkinsville. The
.• University of Kentucky 29-month
-old bull,. PSF• Beau
Banner 63H, weighed 2,047
pounds on sale day and had a
365-day - adjusted weight of
1,130 pounds.
-Polled Hereford
bulls brought $2,400 apiece.
One offered by Earl Costellow
&Sons of 'Russellville wet
bought by Gregory Crabtree'
of Gamaliel. Broadbent
Farms bought the other $2,400
bull - from Earl Mullinix of
,Hurkesville. 
"Don't be ashamed of food also commented on govern-
The 49 Polled Hereford bulls pri
ces," were -the wOrds of ment spending bq saying, "A
In The sawaveragedplow.40: _Jes
se ,Saffley„- banke_r billion aconds ago the *first
The Princeton sale was the agr
iculturist, and after dinner atomic bomb had not been
first of two tested bull sales s
peaker, as he spoke to the dropped, a billion minutes
scheduled in Kentuckythis -m
ember's, teachers, and ago, Christ had not-been born,
spring: The second sale will be 
guests of the Calloway County a billion hours ego men were
April- - -7 -at' the Paris . Adul
t and Young Farmer still living in Caves, but a
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Record Prices Paid
At Tested Bull Sale
Sellers receivep record-high Hopit. ille pa
id -92,800 for
prices for bulls auctioned at the
the 17th annual performance B
::College of Agriculture
::working with programs to
liziproVe beef cattle per-
formance. A year a' , prices
at the Princeton sale
'•-/$12 when 93 tested btlls were
z) For the second y r in a
-.-Aeow, the highest (bull at
•the sale this spring Was an
Afigus consigned '• by\ J.H.
Quiienberry, Jr. of \ Win-.




We've Got the Shield
for You
hook Rows 210 E Maul
04 wen lbw Phone 753-0489
Bull Testing Station on the
- Eden Shale Farm near
Owenton. Consignments in-
clude 15 Angus, 9 Charolais, 4
Chianina, 1 Limousin, 10
Polled Hereford, 1 Red Angus,
Pasture Management Advised
Spring's pasture growth is a
welcome_ site to livestock
producers, but there's more to
grazing than simply turning
cattle into a field.
Grazing management is
necessary to make maximum
use of pastures, according to
Garry Lacefield: Extension. _










He suggests that spring
growth of cool-season grasses
such as fescue, or-
chardgrasss, timothy and
bluegrass can be utilized more
efficiently if animals are
restricted to small fields
which they can keep grazed
down to 2-4 inches during
April, May and June.
According to Lacefield, light
stocking 'on cool-season
grasses during spring to in-
sure a sununer feed supply
allows about half the plant
owth to become too mature.
"This practice causes much
of the spring. growth to be
wasted since cattle usually
refuse to eat over-mature
plants a d tramp a lot of this
into the oil," he says:
_lied! -not
used foefgrazing duriqg spring
should be harvested as hay,..er
silage, with bast quaIiy hay
obtainett when gra plants
Stockyards, offeetrig-_ boils elesses
 at -the annual banquet billion dollars ago_asitielates Presented 
Herman K. are haviVested in boot..to
from the Kentucky Central --at 
Ifte Calloway County High to government spending was and Dan Hutson, II
 early flewe _g stage, of
plaques from ttie, Calloway--Arowth and legumes it bud to
on a County Adult Fanner Classes-- earl 
worn. - •Schbol Cafeteria on Saturday only 18 hours 
ago."
evening, March 24. The speaker grew
Saffley went on to say that in farm in War-ren /County,
America, "we spend on 17 per Tenn., and at nded the
cent of our disposable income University • Tennessee
to purchase food. This is by far where he r his degree
orn and 3 Smuhental. - the lowest in t
he world." In in agriculture. He began work
takes * ten —as assistant vount in -
Kentucky Beef Cattle USSR - 40 per ce
nt, and in Dasi — county ore
with. the. sorne African countries it received the position of Far
m
coope?ation of the UK Collegetakes 70 per e
ta or nue for -EditorLfor. the Nashville
of -Agriculture and food. 
Ameritans pay - 11 Banner, which he held far 20
Cooperative Extension Sr- smaller -pe
rcentage for food years. He currently is a senior
Vice. • r. • than
 any ther country. He vice-president at Commerce
PICTURED, left to right, are: Johnnie Stockdale, Vo
-Ag instrucotHerman1lis of
Ellis Popcorn Company; Mark Paschall, president of the Advi
sory Conunittee; and Dan
Hutson II, of Hutson's Ag Service. Ellis and Hutson 
are holding their placques
recognizing them for their support of the Adult Farmer
 Program in Calloway County.
Farmer Classes Told Not To Be
Ashamed Of Prices On Food'
Union Batik in N yule,
Tenn.
Mark Paschafi, president of
-the Advisory/tOmmittee, was'
the master/of ceremonies for
the dans& hosted by the Ellis
Popettli Company and Hutson
AA' /Service. Paschall
net. - • .eramiZeii: -nn 
5-
•
Lioyir, Canter', Lynn 'Gi 
Class piesident, gave the
invocationriohruue Siockdale,
—teacher of- the:. classes, -in-
troduced' the speaker, 'Mr.
Stiffley.
acknowledging them for thier -,- efield also favors
continuing interest and tiona
l grazing.el
iii-liport. These two lit "Grazing rotationally
businesses have-APailsored ......alows a compa
ratively short
allIligtia b nquet each year grazing period on each filed toRineet .1960.
allow -. move effective
inen In ageWan- ieee_
waste by 'trampling or-
selective grazing," notes the
-In-ietedievial-grazing, large
fields are divided into small
areas with animals permitted
to graze one area down to 2-3
inches, then moved to another
to allow the grazed area to
regrow to 8-10 inches before
additional grazing.
Lacefield points out that
fields containing red clover
-should be grazed rotationally,
and that alfalfa must be
grazed rotationally if stands
are to be maintained/
"Newly renovated fields
should be grazed continuously
to hold down grass growht
until the young legume plants
are big enough that animals
begin biting out the tips," says
Lacefield. "At that time
animals should be removed
from the pasture to permit the
seeded legumes to become
established."
This usually requires 4-6
weeks for clover and 8-10
weeks for alfalfa, according to
Lacefield.
If these fiels are grazed
after establishment, a
rotational system should be
used, he says, explaining that
enough animals should graze
an area to graze it off in 10
days or less.
"After the area- -beeh
grazed, remove the animals
and give the legumes 44





other- ways, according to the
specialist
Lacefield cites spreading of
manure with a chain harrow
oetither draggable devices for
uniform distribution of
manure .across a field. This
should be done before the field
achieves a lot of growth, he
notes.
Also, it's not too late to
fertilize pasture or hay fields
if not done earlier, says
Lacefield.
"Make soil tests and supply
the necessary ingredients
based on the tests for yield and
quality," he urges.
Soil samples may be sub-











  If No Answer Please  
Leave Name & Number At
489-2414
_ - •














• Staying power. Power enough to control tough 
annual weeds
. - and grasses that Olga Delta growers -- even
 seedling
johnsongrags, foxtail, lambsquarters and fall pani
cum.
That's Surflan. That's control. Control you can't get from 
most other surface-
'a - applied soybean herbicides.
- Because Surflan waits for rain up to 3 weeks...
twice as long as Lasso°. And Surf Ian stays put ... 'til your 
beans are in the in.
.Surface application, bettel weed and-grass control and
 $1 less per acre.
than Lasso,!` That's igurflan, making the.difference 
in the Delta.
' Best of all, Surflan is probably labeled to tank-mix 
With the broadleaf
os herbicide you're usingunow. Get Surflan from your farm che
rniqd supplier.
. Elanco Products Company.
A Division of Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, IN 46206, U,S.A.4 '
tlitett- on suitrfated 'retail prin.,. for Sur






- erycalin, Elaneo ProduCts Company
Surflan...whatever
the weather.
For best results always read
and follow %K., thrections
.a.
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-FREE STOiR E. 759-4600.
WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333
I BELIEVE the example
found in Luke 18:2-5, where
Jesus states, "There was in
th city a 4udge, which
fea ed not Gocd neither
reg rded man: and -Were
wa a widow in that city; and
she came unto him saying,
Ave4Qe me ot mine ad-
versbry, and he would not for
\awhi e: but afterward he
Said ithin himself, Though I
far. not God, nor regard
man, et because this widow
trod uth me, I will avenge
S b her continual
'corm she" illrearil
Woul be a very good star
tiny pl ce to stop the illegal
sale o drugs and alcohol.
Dee Pi kerton 759-4600
2. NOTICE
(veryoilliN going to the
Bel-Air Decor Store for





















12 Encouratje 4 Cubic 
meter
13 Walk . 5 Conjunction
14 Siamese na- 6 Bro
ok
live - 7 Edible
15 Allude to . seeds
17 Man's name '8 Secret agent
19 Wears away 9 Shoulder











Procras- 30 Hurried 44 Burden
tinate 34-Frighten :75 Note of _
Post 36 Vegetable sc*
Monster 37 -= juice • 47 Be in debt
Employed '39 Dart
49 GThe sweet- 41 Outcast ..noted 
sap -42-Sigh-cards-  50 Obstruct 
.
flossess_ed 43 Animal on- 53 Printer,' s
Couple - closure measure
deity
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United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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LOST - APPROXIMATELY 
7
month old mixed bree
d
female dog, mostly whi
te
(salt:and pepper body) wi
th
dark ears and face. Lost 
in
the vacinity of the Ne
w -
Providence area .Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753 7618 after 5- 30
QT. 
LOST: BLACK Lab in New
Concord area, answers to the
name Prince. Reward! 436-
2329.
',LOT: ONE year 
old,
'female, black cat, wearing
blue collar. Child's pet. 753-
5531. 
SYRAYED: SMALL gray
tiger stripped cat. Please
call 753-5103. 
6. HELP WANTED 
ASSITANT TO the
_ Administrator.- Apply 
at
Fern Terrace - -1505
Stadium Vievi, Drive, bet-




Reliable girl for part-
time help in stereo and
recIi
-75365. --
COOK WANTED Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium • View -Drive No
PhOne calls. 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators - Apply
person, CalloWay
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY. I
HELP WANTED. Summer
work' as youth camp coun-
slier -362-8660.
I.'
2. NOTICE 6. HEL
P WANTED  14. WANT TO BUY 
014 MONDAY, April 2, there 
HIGH SCHOOL grads Will DARK WOOD sma
ll size
a Meeting of the 
hire three high school grads, piano. Call 753-4575. 
CalloWay 
need 17-75 year olds for JUNK CARS deliver or will
and Citizens for Drug Control -rti
Ctinia*-40bS--litee- 4;1404.14a_e
...-ic
Hall. Trooper Richaesrd, 
mornnecithictoalstaprtr.otooidz, IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
a, 7 pm at .the woodmen training with good pay S419 1315. 
ivi Cil 474 8854 or 527-
Alright will be the gy 
board,
speaker, everyone is co
r. Call Navy (502) 753 6439% -  CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10.59; 20"
bar. $11.99. 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
NEED EXPERIENCED
auto body man, excellent
pay. Phone 753-7169 
PROFITABLE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP for
Welch's and Other famous
brand of pure fruit 'vice
s.
-Service company established
account at better motels,
hospitals, etc. Minimum
investment 112,700 secured by
inventory and equipment.
Write, include address,
eJhOne and oulevoiesterences, to
Rd, S W Birmiagham,
Alabama 35211 or call Mr.
Hall toll free 1 800-633 45,15. 
TEXAS OIL Company
-urgently needs person. male




LAWN MOWER battery, 24
month guarantee, $20.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale _rnwei_338,.




complete with extra lasregte
chest of drawers. Also a
13,000 BTU air conditioner.
chrome kitc.hen set, chest of
drawers, chair and
audomen. 4744On
AAA-1 firm established since
1933. Liberol---EtimMissions. 
16: HOME FURNISHINGS 
Opportunity trir ad-
vancement. For personal
interview, write R Bell,
Southwestern Petroleum,





fast and__ dinner cooks
wanted. _Clalr's Only, apply in
person. Hungry Bear. 
140
9 BLACK AND Prey tweed
Main Street:- tdur-cusation safe with large
10. BUS'OPPORTUNITY matching chair by ROVie,
$lk0. Phone 753.4519. _ 
FOR
SALE





2 for sale - Both com-
plete, never erected.
35' x' 48' Modified
Straight-Wall - $4300
50' x 80' Nearly
Straiiptt-Wall Carvette
Style - $8500. Call Lee
Johnson, 606-252-56'76.
-CLF_ANIX..., _ , for
sale. Well eStatiliSh_ed,1
profitable. Owner leaving
town, must sell! Cali 759 4878
for More informal :on 
FOR SALE: Fast. food
restaurant, located m Cadiz


















percentage, yik.r choice We
also pay-topypr.res on white





















SAID WE COULD HELP
1̀ -(. STIZP_INPLATION BY
*CUTTING DOWN OUR
  . SPENDING
NO, hiAAM..I DON'T
KNOW THE ANSWER















GURAN „ OLD MAN jw •




- month guarantee, 6 volt 173
arnmp, group 3 EH, $44.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H.
$444.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, 139.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 210T RotoShear tar
only $3299. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris. 
WHEELBARROWS, $15.81),
$29.99. $39.99 AND $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.' 
WANT TO buy, tWo 14"
plows, 3 point hitch, also
have 900 lb no 1 Kope Jop




for sale. Wanted: Respon-
sible party to take over
spinet piano:- Easy terms.
Can be seen locally. Write,
Credit'' manager; P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, IL 62231. 
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to assumel15 a month
payments on life new order!.











months, $250. 753-9699 
-TWIN- BEDS and bedding,
-.1N9ALStana.A4Law_753 1909. 
-11+REE-1:4-ECE --bectroons.-
suite with bedding. $AO. 753-
W DEN-DINING room
table, chairs, $125. Calf 759-
4071. 
11. FARM El2WP. 
FOR SA LE-: -Cub traciar NMI
hydraulic -Lift -3 pieces., of
equipment,. real good ton
dation Brii Brooks, Box 101,
Lexington, TN 311351.• 1901) --
968 3725, - 
10 FOOT WHEEL disc. 753-
-7661.
1 LAWN MOWERS, S10 eacls, _
75.1 7523- • - '
POND SCOOP 169, 1' box 
RAPID SMARPE'NER to'
blade with ripper teeth 239.5' 
precision saw chain filim:
OnlY $12.99 at Wallin Hero
269. 5 -angle blade 159,, 51/2' are'll4iell' -
-1' -
disc, 5395. 16' trailer, Tan. 
. SAW Oust for sale.
Sum axle, elect brakes. LON 
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
"'are. nee°12w tsi"...-Ca117.8453-66114-4414-"ass-gtcor see 3 
STAINLESSCef11I T n. STEELt 90  I 1 35k2d5c7h7e7i; 
miles-east-on 94, northside. _ _ sink, double compar
tment, 4
SNAPPER MOWER bladet, 
hole, self rimniiritt, • $20/.99;
28" 30", your choice, S39.99
; S49.99. Wallin Har
26. TV-RADIO 
MAGNAVOX COMPNANT
System, 150 watt receiver,
turn table, 8 track, auto
reverse, reel to reel, Ne0 100




t.v. and stereo. Call 753 7575.
77. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE: 12 X 60, t
bedroom mobile home, good
condition, new carpet
throughout, partially fur.
nished, S4500. 753-3143. 
WANT Ife buy used mobile
home. Call 753-1551. 
197*, t21( 65 MOBILE HOME
3 bedroom, - 2 bath, alt
65,500-or -take Over
payments. 436-5839:
28. MOB.. HOME RENTS 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
trailer at Shady Oaks trailer
court. 489-2533. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 24 X 24 family, room
attached. Call 436-7394 after
12 noon. 
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, 10 minutes from
Murray, good for students.
Call 527-7621 after 5 PM. 
, 21; HEATINQ &COOLING 
'FOR SALE: air conditioners,
one owner. Call 437 4844 after
5 pm. 
WE .BUY and' sell used. air
conditioners. 75311551 or 753-
9104: 
311. BUS. RENTALS 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State Univerilty
campus hisbuildingfor rent.
Equipped with gas" heat and
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
BATHTUBS, WHITE. 5'
steel. 464.99; Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
COMMODES. WHIT
$39.99; Colors, $447.50. WaRin
Hardware, Paris. 
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with




kitchen complete with 7
booths and tables. 436 2262. .
-MOWER -with-with
balt, bearing. wheels, 31-4 hp
Brigs and Stratton engine
insfard . height adjustment,
$99.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris. 
NOW PAYING 13.50 per St
face for ill-ailvor -coins dated
up through 1964. More 'r
laige -11mciunts..-65I69-
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each.
For -pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901) 642-5111. • 
RAPID .GAO, I oz., 51.39; 16
oz.. S2.19; 32 oz $3 75; Sib
57.75, 10 lb., 511.85. .Wait.;
Hardware, Paris. 
.99 each. Wallin Harchvire--. dware
, Paris-___ -......._
Paris'-  WE REPAIR antiquec
locks
5-PCIAY-ER5-; --4---- GALL014,--; Call Z 
- 57S."
.. 
5.12.99; 3 gallon. $13.99; V-RA1310  - - 
-stainless steel, 3 gallon, .
$29.99. Watlin - Hardware, SIS
SON'S ZENIT ,19•mile..,
Paris. . '  w@st
-o&Murray On Highway
94."-ts,closing mit I 23','. color
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
- '`arive. $209.99. Wallin I-ilar.
arid Stf.571451s -*Male, chairr- illr 
20 Percent off etail Price





The Murray tlectric System ;fill
be accepting sealed bids for Out-
door Metalclad Switchgear,
Power transformer, Oil Circuit
Breaker, and Substation Materials
until the Bid opening at 4 PM, CST,
April 23, 1979, at ._401 Olive St,. _
Murray, Ky: Bid specifications
may be obWihed at-the Electric
System office.
air condit oning. Cali 753-3018
after 5 pm, - --
32. APTS. FOR RENT ,
FURNISHED APART "






only. Inquire at 100-5-13111
Sfreet.
tiiNotr` BEDROOM ciiiptex7
stove and refrigerator fur.
fished'.- central heat and air,
available April 1 753.9141.
32. APTS. FOR RENT




wather and dryer hookup,
central heat and air Call 753
7550
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
NEWLY REDECORATED
sleeping room, one block
from University. Call 753-
1812 or 759 4909. 
ROOM FOR rent, furnished,
2 blocks from University, all
utilities furnished. Living
room and kitchen privileges,




trance, - refrigerator. Zim-
merman Apartments, S 16th
Street. 753 6609. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
HOUSE FOR rent, Highway
94W, 3 miles from town. 753.
5089.
VACANT! BEAUTIFUL
home in country, no pets,
$200 per month plus $200
deposit. 753-7671 or 753-1333







carpeted, air, trailer, SI110._
per montli. Call 7517212after
3:30 pm or call Shady Oaks







FOR SALE: pure bred Duroc




PLEASE. HELP me find
my dog. Siberian husky,
.red and white. . has
collar, blue eyes, goes





Murray Head Start is now accepting-
applications for the following position:
Director.
If you are interested, please make
application at the Murray City School
Board, 9th and Poplar. Applications
will not be accepted after 4 p.m. Wed-
nesday, April 11. Murray Head Start is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.
-MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS
ASCP,IAT, tALT--
Needed for 3 to 11 and 11 to 7 shift
s in
progressive laboratory. Excellent salary -
and benefits available.
Send resume and salary requirement
s to




or call: 502-247-5211. Ext. 144.,
AUCTION
Saturday, April 7th, 1979 at 10:00 A.M.
Location: Deli Nut at Jonathan Creek on U.S




- -Pay 'awl items
At 10:00 a.m.
ANTIQUES A FURNITURE
This is just a
partial listing
of items to be
auctioned. Tee
many to list!
Old Dresser, antique 5 drawer chest, 4 be
nt wood chairs, antique oak dresser (princess)
, pump organ
(walnut), cane back rocker, dresser with bev
el mirror, piano_stool, 4 cane bottom straight ch
airs, round
oak dining table with 4 chairs, library tabl
efrefinished-4-ollamps-grecileather_ouch Sochat
vonsole
with RCA color TV, antique kitchen cabinet,,
3 iron washing kettles, gypsy kettle with stand, ant
ique
telephone, crock churns, antique boxes, gyps
y bean pot, 2 dinner bells N2 & 3, crocks, 2 wood ice boxes', 6
antique trunks.
AIMQUE FARM EQUIPMENT ,
farm wagon - horse wagon seat, wheat cradle'
, 5 cross cut saws (one solid brass), horse collars de ha
mes
• TOOLS .
power saw, electric drill, electric welder, elec
tric sander, cihain hoist, new radial saw
APPLIANCES.
- • •
Cold.spot 26 cu. ft. freezer, G.E. electric tef
rigerntor, Frigidaire refrigerator with top freezer, 30
" Magic'
Chef elbctric stove, Frigidaire refrigerator 
'
MISCELLANEOUS
Wood picnic table, window air conditioner, wh
at nots, milk bottles, milk cans, all kinds fruit jars, co
ke
trays, lots of ilepretigiqn glass_ copper broiler
. 1974 750 Honda with 17,000 miles.
Terms: Real Estate 10% day of sale, balance wit
h deed in 10 days. Personal Items: Cash.
-
Aurora, Ky.
Lile Real Estate & Auction




it-: S-K THE MURRAY. Ky.. LE.MER & 




LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay, loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889. 
M. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AFRICAN GRAY parrots
tarried, $395 each Call 1507,
753-5561. - 
'A K C REGISTERED 
COCKERS, black, 10 'weeks
old, $55. Call 753-8165 after 6
Dm.
COON HOUNDS for sale
UKC' regjstered Walkers, 7
glOrtthRVIO.S.O.1.1 436-5650. 
ESKIMO SPITZ puppies
Call 435 4286. 
GREAT DANrcruppie<*ik
C. 8 weeks, black, Paradise
Kennels., 753-4106. 
REGISTERED ENGLISH
Shepherd puppies. 753 8832. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
FIVE PARTY garage Sale!
Tuesday, April 3, 8 am till
dark, 436-51194. Take High
way 94 E. turn right at
Junctiop 732, go ap
proximdteiy 5 miles. New
racing sets, clothes of all
sizes, leans, fish tank, Avon,
f".9411,1144. lamps,
 odds and
ends and lots more. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
"I'M A cozy Cape Cod" doing
what I orta...why don't you
do what you orta...and com
e
see rrie today_ I will appeal 
to
the.. crowd. I'm a thre
e
bedroom brick that needs a-
1.4-tt1e- rejuvenation ..3
beautiful acretkosrith creek.
See_ today by calling 751.149
2.









buildin-g on S. 4th
Street with 'business
ares-- -In-front,-- shop
area - in back and
passible living area
upstairs could be the
answer to your needs.
Building is on 100' x
250 lot. Call Today For
Details. Boyd Majors
Real Estate,- 105 N.
12th St.
43. REAL ESTATE
MIST TIM& Oh MARKET -
11oesitifolly & Oriel
desieeisil IN. home Daly IS
months old 3 la 7 heft&
oodberaseig fireplace beN
pump large 24.30 pimps-
workshop Situat•d
overlooking the masa she on
three excellent wooded lake
lots Included is practically
new range refrigerator
  & dishwasher
John Smith, Realtor
753-7411 (anytime)
ARE FRUIT trees necessar;
in the city? They are to cooks
who will appreciate the
producing apple, pear, and
peach trees on this lot Low
:ost living is possible in this
I!? story with the 5300 per
month rent paid to you while
You are landlord Don't be
disappointed by a "Sold"
sign. Dial 753 1492 Now!!






Be the proud overseer




on sh acres _ne.arSent
t ucky
structed by slave labor
in 1838, and known as
the Hamlin Home, this
rare page of history is
I
National Register of











30° Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb. $1.69
Gibson Ham Co.
107 N. 3rd Street
Hours:
7 A.M. to S P.M. Weekdays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.














Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
'AOST REASONABLY
priced, Two- bedrooms with
bath, iving_room and
eatit-1 SITChen, lots of closet
space, located in old Almo.
Priced in teens. Put this one
on today's shopping list. Ca
ll
7511492. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Profinakinal Srn
With The Frsennlb Touch-
LET US SHOW YOU
THIS . . . 3 bedroom;
large living rm. -
dining rm., full







105 N. 12th St.
r - • iC -LOCATION. 314
9th is the location of thi
Dedroom, 2 bath home. Clos
'o hospital, doctors, schools.
'hurches, and -shopping
Besidesthe 4 bedrooms anti 7
oaths, you have large Ilvino
room, kitchen, full basemen'
rind a 32 X 18.swirriming pool
ind patron - enilased-
private wooden fence. Call
iooky for an-appointment to
sbe- -547,500_ The Nelson
'.,nroat Co, Realtors. 759
1707
information call Boyd-





Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
YOU/RE RIGHT, MA13EL1 NOW
IT/5 13ASEBALL "
43 REAL ESTATE  43. REAL 
ESTATE
0141.7e.
South 1-2th at SYciamo,•
TELEPHONE 7531 85)
Reduced to $24,500.00
is the eighetOom house
on one acre of land -
only three miles south
of Murray. Storm
doors and windows,
good well, ran& and
exhaust fan. Let us
show this to you!
411111111M1=111
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites -1-10cated on
pracktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
balance financed
over an extended eTerindi
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,






sion, vacant and ready
to-move-into-Have you
- ever seen khome with
..the GREAT ROOM




starter, a lovely color
scheme and many
features you will want
to see. Three
bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths,
formal dining room, 2-
car :ar: con-
venient kitchen with
pantry and island. Call
or come by today for
an appointment?





Friday, April 6th, 1979
it 10:00 A.M. --
Location: Turn on Union Ridge Church Road at Masonic Lodge
 from Hwy. 68 at •








This beautiful home on Kentucky Lake has 2 bedrooms, large sun=
porch which can bused as a bedroom, living room, kitchen, bath, a 2
car garage, carpet all over, paneled throughout, electric wall heat, 1
air conditioner (window unit), well water, and cedar wtather-
boarding on the outside. This home is only 1.7-of a mile from highwa
A
68 and an approximate two miles from Aurora. It has a beautiful view \
'




TERMS: 10% day of sale, balance with deed within 10 days, an
d possession
within 30 days.
Lile Real Estate and Auction - -
Aurora, Kentucky 474-2717
Auctioneer & Broker: Vernon Lile
Purdom & Thurman







Auctioneer Realtor-AppraiserPh. '901,479-2986 479-3723 -
South Fulton Tenn.
, 49. U-Seli CAR S
196t FOUR DOOR, Licoln
Coetinental, 2 owner car,
extra- clean, new tires. 436
2427. 
1973 MONTE CARLO, 62,000
miles, 435-4540. 
--AMJST SELL! 1973 Charger,







604 So. 12th St.
„diemeeir-
1970 OLDSMOBILE DELTA
88, 4. door sedan, fair con-
dition. 5300. 753-3245 after 5
pm. 
1965 OLDS CUTLASS, 350
with power steering and
brakes. Call 753-2670 aft
er
4 :3Q4arn. 
1978 B I R D, loaded, 8,000
miles, must sell! 753-9699. 
50. USED TRUCKS 
1978 BRONCO, 12,000
MILES, must sell! 753-9699.
1975 DA-TSUN PICKUP with
topper, 49;000 miles, good
tires. 762-6254.




1973 CHEVY. LUV pickup,
rebuilt engine - and tran-
smission; -wilt -install; -Gott
Sharp Brothers, 492-8841. 
1964 CHEVY 1/2 TON; 6
cylinder, stick shift. 437-4763. 
1977-DODGE PICKUP68,000
miles. 753-4661- - 
46. HOMES FOR _ 1967 GMC STRAIGHT shift, 6 
BEAU T IFUCLY 
..,-_
A 
cylinder, 3/4 ton, -fair shape. -
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2 
Phone 753.8474. 
bath Colonial ranc'i. Formal 1967 IN
 T`612-NAT-+ONAL
living d dinin room, eat. SCOUT, 
in good condition.
, , 
- - - Cs15 _Y_011 n.e esk...vggi as,
SALE
"""4"1"abigeb470,--9tere---1150-492.17711 
energy saving fireplace, 10 51. CAMPERS _' ;T-
, .
Near completion. Offered by 
rernoved from _your ard or
closets plus 2 car garage.
builder, 753-5167.  
automatic awning on all 
canYremove stumps unto 24"F RE
S! • NEW ANE land
 cleared of stumps? We
Starcraft travel trailers and 
below the ground, leaving
BY OWNER: 4 bedroom, 2! 2 5th Wheel's.Sold _through
-only sawdust and chips. Call _
baths, living, dining, -and March 31st. White's Camper
 for free estimate, Steve Sha
w-
tarn-sly -MOM- with fireplace, --Sales located a miles east/A 75
3-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435- ,.
-e-it-in 'kik-hen, study, double -Mcieriair on Highway 94:153- 441 
garage and large fenced 0605. ,'  EXTER
IOR-AND interior
painting, carpentry work
dOne, decks and p/R-Chet built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
'or installation, .small
plimnbing, concrete w,Mycs,
patios, and &is/ways also










ADDITIONS, E N -
CLOSURES, fireplaces,
garages, home building,
insurance work, new baths
and Isitchens, restorations.
Murray Remodeling, 753
B5167.Y0%12 5.BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BACK HOE WORK,. septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706 
CARPET 'CLEANING,. at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 485;2774. -• 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleanin4,-753:5877. ---
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estjniates. 753-
5476 
C-A-R-P-E•ft•T-E-514S
AVAILABLE - to do
remodeling, etc. Call* for










call Ernest White, 753-0644 
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care by the lob or contract
for entire season will rake,
trim, prune, seed, fertilize,
and mow your lawn, care for
shrubs and flower beds. Cali
436 5570 after 5 pm for free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 153-73. 
PLUMBING AND _heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382 2.442 days or nights or
382-2291 days. 
PAINTING OF all kinds.
Home or commercial. Call
Aurora Painting, also dry




I care, so call me
before you buy and
talk to an expert ex-
perienced in the field




ODD JOBS man Painting. '
yard work, etc. Call 492 8611 
ROOFING, . EXCELLENT:
references, call 753 1486' .
be am and 3 30 pm,asktwteren 7 
Shelley
WET BASEMENT? We"
make wet basements, dry,.
work completely guaran
teed Call or wr_ite Morgan
Construction Co Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY..
42001, or call day or night, 1,2.-_-
w442-7026..4L4. 00 nigrnaing. healing,
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
-9hono. me..753 2211. - 
WILL MOW yards. Call 753-
WILL HAUL driveway white -
rpck and also stockpile lime.





. specialty. Call 437-4588 after •
-••••
glad to accept 
SPRING - Cleaffine
Murray Headstart would be
useable items •
for their rummage sale,
April Itrs. Ca11•759-41107, 759-
1664, 753-0684, or..753-0762. 
NEED PLACE to dump wood
Chips. Call Gftrge Landolt
Tree Service, 753-8170. 
WANTED: USED lour and
five -horsepower-Briggs-and
Stratton tiller Motors. Will
pat/ top S. Call 436-2418 after 5
.,CARPETSAL"gi
Unheard of Price for this Quality!
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
CARFtENTE RS, FRAMING
--di -finish, no job too large or
small, good references. 759-
1890.









lots of room in this nice 3
badmen home, one and half
bide, hestment and attic
stems. tentrol location.
Pena& 8% lee. espeelption.
CartS948711.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
large fenced yard, fully
carpeted, assume low in-
crest VA loan, quiet neigh-
hood near college 753--
83
THR BEDROOM, 2 bath,
fenced yard MTh patio,
storage s ,storm windows
and doors. entral gas heat
and air stove and
refrigerator,- s less steel
sink, new tor. t, 'newly
decorated insid,e nct. out.
Priced right for -get sale
Call owner at 753-3347 753-
0342. _ - 
TWO BEDROOM house
Hardin. Gas heat. 753-4661. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1978 HONDA 750K, 450 miles
753-5865. - 
1977 HONDA EXPRESS,'
519200. 7537853.73 HONDA 350, $150. 753-
7853. --
-HONDA ROAD bike, CB 200-
1, 4,000 miles, aid only two
seasons, excellent condition.
7536 X0623  ET197 250 HONDA,
excellent condition, best
offer. Call 489-2425. 
1978 YAMAHA 750 SPECIAL,
black, $2300 Call 753-0017. 
.48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, $22.88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 atnp, $26.99. 60
month guareiitee, 95 
$36.99 Wallin Hardware,
liRE SALE: Premium
grade,- white wall, 4 .ply
__polyester with Roatiiiazaro
guarantee A78X13, $12.39
and $1.72 FET; E78X14,
$25.63 and 52:20 FET;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
FET; G713X14 or 15, 528.39
and $2.54 FET; H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and 52:76 FET;





c E v R.15 L.E 
CAPRICE, 350 motor, good
4,4c o en Fridays,nd i t a ioy
asVI ledPnoewsderaY $14aCrt
.7'53 8311 and ask for
Jon.
1978 16' ALUMNICRAFT
BOAT, Ez-rider trailer. 1964,
20 hp Mercury motor also
Min-cota 35 trolling motor,
$1400. Call 759-4587 after 5
pm.
FENCE SALE& at Sears
now.- Call Sears 753-2310 for
free  estimates for your
-heeds. - 
FOR YOUR chain link
. _fencing__ nee,d1,_ cpntact
1961 - JOHNSON 18 HP TOT- Montgomery Ward. Fre
e
board motor, S300. 753-2762 estimates. 753-1966.
after 4 pm. 
- . 
GUTTERING BY Sears,
16' LOWLINE BASS boat, 55 Sears continous gutters
hp Johnson motor, heavy installed per your
duty Holsclaw trailer. Fully specifications.- Call Sears
equipped with all ac- 753-2310 for free estimates. 
tessories.' Been in water 5 HOUSKEEPING WORK.
-times. Like new. Must sell
because of change in job. 
_A32-4128. . 
Call Dresden 1-901-364-5018. '
 INSULATION BLOWN in by
1978 MODEL 19'7". deep V 
.Sears,. save on these high
heating and, cooling bills.
Runabout with 728 hp Call Sears, 753-2310;" for free
Mercruiser, all aluminum
Tandum tFailer:•- Has been 
estimates. ...
water only onetime. 753-4320. 
-JACK'S BLAcKroPi3avino,
4193572. CHEVY IMPALA, 435-
. 
1971 CHEvPrOLET &EL •
AIR, 4 diD0r, 6 , tylinder
automatic.. power steering°
.1.1"Pcar.5-72' 00 .4715,3°°° iles'-7523m. 
alersccle
419d7200CrN Eg eveRd OcLiyoEdTi ti ohm Ft, A54c2A5.
75373 81 2 0. . '' 19CHEVROLET  -MONTE-
carto, n 6N rebuilt engine,




factory tip'. AM radio. Call
car. • AM- extras,
7tw5;4;7w3
1978 DOD irrE MAGNUM X E,
low mitrager . call 753.9022











Ir 0FORs, eStixelinLcEe19:4 condition,Chevrolet 
loburb
$4000, or best offer. can 759







patching, also seal coating.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
18' BOAT AND 80 hp motnr.
436-2267. 
14 FOOT RUNABOUT, 25 hp
Johnson *motor, • electric
start, trailer. $550. Call 753-
8124 • '
Phone 436.2573.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All MITCHELL 
maktiemsc. and m
odels.
ditioning. All wort 











PRICE HAIR CUT SI.
Fr hospital & keine cit pious
nonce. Notary Public Servic4v..\.
Closed All Day Wed'.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00.
PRICE SHAVE S1.25
call 753-3615 one day is ad-
_
---
- 442 R. kinilisek shoes • Nosy raters WAS sq. yd.
*12-R. iniiinireinl tone rubber heck massy colors $2.$0 sq. yd.
-415 Aressmorcial moods - 1 style only - red/black color $2.50 sq.
tlAt. ft1114, Sass, jute back nice carpet -53.50 sq. yd.
**ft.11111alisag, Short Shag & Saxony Shag $4.95 sq. yd.
We bees In stock what we advertise We also have more ex
• pneshre corn if you choose.
- PASCHALL it
SONS CARPETS
mi south of Murray, Ky., e* Nwy. 641 Open 6




Immediate occupancy on this energy-efficient,
tri-level home with central gas heat, fireplace in
den and attractive corner lot location on quiet
residential street. Lots of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
I. , ,Diala,A.Service
(This olphobetlied,page will run weekly - clip it from
0. 














. _. itk1110 CHIMNEY 'SWEEPS
"Chimney Sweeping











































































- -c,,,,cm, eu,r, furnitoce
•,Aniiqire Bross Hordwore
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Be in touch with -
local CB action!
Be on the air today with this
super CB value. Budget priced
with no-sacrifice in quality.
3-5804
All channel CB Transceiver/
Featuring 8mm LED Digital Readout an Red 
.
Filter to reduce bright light washout igt
i con-
trast RX-TX meter. ad-built-in Mic pie-
amp. P A







THE MOST COPIED ANTENNA
DESIGNED FOR THE CB'Air IN MIND!
Heavy duty tapered flbre-gl
oss rod. Spnng tuning for easy
adjustment Covered in o
dhesive-bacited vinyl. Brass fer-
rule epoxied and pinned. 
Non-operoture mode inductor.
$19.95 VALUE






5%?x.. 1 .4,.*. I \
a /ow 0 o xr
I • • •
titerS g:bE
THIS IS SAV-rite's 16TH YEAR FOR PR
OVIDING THE
BEST IN SAVINGS & SERVICE TO THE CU
STOMER.















*THREE WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 29
*MAX POWER 25 WATTS





STEREO CASSETTE RECORDING SYSTEM wi
th At C ,
FM /AM /FM STEREO RECEIVER
AUTOMATIC FULL SIZE STEREO PHONO
GRAPH
MATCHED AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKER S
YSTEM AND MICROPHONES
• Infograted Cfreoff (IC) • Ilium...S
od f kfr,oi ••••••
• MC - Atoi,•••toc Fterred•m Level Co
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• Trebl• Too*
••n•••••••• None C. •t•••••41 
Su., f• Aulo••••.• f r • , •-.,, CooffM (MCI
• F51 •It• Auto•••••••• Cbatne••• *Oh not104 FM MMI
••• Soot,
DUI t CO“, }....M1 If 0. Cm. *m1 Non
e f rra.4 load,. f •.,.
... ,... ,.....,
Cn.tr.1 iimel Mylun Prfmkolg Adonts•••••I 
IC Win 1•••-ortIlo• •, 4,1 •• of %FM...
• 11Arloroek irtf••• finvi off 
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• IIMM••• Laalsol k• 2 GhIWIt •...Fr .... '4"."*" .."' H...1''''' " 
.
• 10•••••• 0,10II i ',Of I 
FOomiAnr Stops. 0 ..., ,„"
0
, • P•M,M.••••••• F•I•rtrof
f S•••••tor• 0•1•••• ',MA










lIoittowd no. S. tor
• 'wad...4 • 0.1
• ty•Onell • Pa.••
• 1.1 lor.r1 • /low aml /flirt
Ti.,, %Ow n•pwro••• tro.t.
••••••• 1•••41pi•o••• hos,k
Stoma lotrol •Frol 0•••rm7i,o
,,,
Few Sr•••••• /0•1••
T•••••••••• fn. evornN AntenA
...WI. •••• •••••••••
5 11 • 5••••Ml.•••)• ip•M•
•••
Sos•••• 11.••••
/Nee IP,/ • 124-111 • 16-0
74 cp••••••• 21M-14 • 17,, •WI)
PRICE o




GE Multi-band with FM/AM ansl
Public Service Bands including
UHF. Two-way Power.
Stay in touch with the key PS Bands including
UHF -Public Servide Zin this Black and Gray
-portable—
*Six bands FM, AM. Public Service Elands VHF
 (hi),
VHF 41o), UHF, and -Aircraft •Separate UHF Tuning.
•Squelch control on PS bands 'Slide-rule dial wit
h
vernier tuning *4 ceramic magnet speaker
$49.95
VALUE_











carry handle for easy
portability 'Two-way -
Rower, plays on
battery (not incl.) or
AC 'Built in AFC on FM
*Automatic switching








, MOUNT FOR C-B
*BUILT-IN 3x5 OVAL SPEAKER
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